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INI'RODUCTION

Millions ot acres of marehland haw been destroyed by the industrial
and agricultural

dnelopment

sion, land leveling,
habitat

water diver-

Drainage,

and some other factors which destroyed waterfowl

were in most instances

water pollution.,
tragic

of this continent.

essential

unwise drainage,

and unessential.

steps in man's progress;

and other soil

steps in our history

ban destroyed vast acreages of habitat.

and water abuses were

of land exploitation
'the future

continent hinges upon the success of restoration

but

that

of waterfowl on this

or new marsh development

to replace this destroyed habitat.
Government agencies,
veloping and restoring
resting

a large number of states,

marshes suitable

ground of waterfowl as well

for feeding,

grams.

sections

of the country, in their

In the arid sections

water supply-, excessiw
high alkalinity,

breeding,

probleI118have resisted-and

All

problems, some unique

waterfowl management pro-

of the Intermountain West, a dwindling

accumulation of soluble salts

erratic

and

as for public hunting grounds.

of these groups are faced with various ecological
to certain

and others are de-

stream

and associated

nows, incidence of 'botulism, and other

most continue to resist--efforts

to restore

waterfowl habitat.
Purpose
The utah F:l•b and GeM a.partaent

problems coJllftOnto the arid section•
and restoration

has faced IIBDYor th

of the wat in their

of the JD&rshlands at Ogden Jl!it.yRefuge.

their program is attested

by .the outstanding

restora._tim

development
The success of

marshlands of the area

2

which harbor an ever increasing
fowl each year.

desert;

marshes of the count.ry.

today, it ranks as one of the

The object of this

a record of some of the important ecological
the restoration

and migrating water-

Prior to development, most of the Ogden Bay Refuge

area was a barren biological
better

number of nesting

factors

and de"lelopment of this project

will provide a guide for others with similar

report

is to present

which influenced

with the hope that it

waterfowl management

problems.
Scope
One could not hope to cover the vast array of factors
ence marsh plant development.

Therefore,

which influ-

most of the effort

was di-

rected toward tlxlee factors

which have proven to be the more limiting

in plant

areas.

growth on similar

General observations

during the ll.6 years since work was started
studies

were recorded

on the project,

and intensive

have been underway on some of the plant deYelopment factors

for

the past 8 years.
In addition
ence of plant

to the plant studies,

change■

as well as the effect
area.

Time limitations

records were kept of the innu-

on some of the animal populations
of the animal populations
restricted

on plant growth of the

most of these observations

waterfowl for 'Which the refuge was created,

to the

but good records were

maintained on some of the other animal populations.
creases in the plankton and insect

using the area,

populations

Tremendous in-

were noted but no detail-

ed aeasurements were taken.

All of the work was restricted
observations

from other state

to the Ogden Bay Refuge area, but

areas are cited for comparison.

·

3
Methods
A large portion

of the detailed

studies

statewide waterfowl management projects
han taken place at Ogden Bay Refuge.
detailed

W-1..3-R,W-17-R, and W-29-R
The early projects

cover maps of the area plus progressive

migration,

harvest,

Intensive

studies

for these studies

on soil,

water,

of maintaining

chemical changes in the soil,
water level

history

and plant

of nesting,

soil,

relations

have been

W-29-R. The ground work

of establishing

consisted

on··which to record the water,

consisted

provided

and other changes in animal populations.

underway for the past 8 years under project

plots

of Utah's Federal Aid

study pllots and transects

and plant changes.

Work on these

records on some of the physical
silt

deposition,

changes, and plant density

surface and ground

and composition changes.

was also devoted to recording the over-all
plant cover, and animal populations

and

Time

change in water management,

on the entire

Ogden :BayRefuge

area.

A general discussion
of this

of the techniques

study precede the presentation

major ecological

factor

greater

wherever possible,

clarity,

considered

employed in various phases

and analysis

in this

study.

of data for each
For purposes of

the data are illustrated

by the

use of photographs and graphs.
For brevity,
A list

of scientific

all scientific

names have been omitted from the text.

and commonnames is provided in the appendix to

which the reader may refer to obtain the scientific

names.

4

REJ.IEW
OF LITERATURE

Specific
and succession
States.

studies

on factors

which influence

have been undertaken in various

Pentound (1952) ga•

to community distribution

marsh plant development
sections

comprehensive coverage of factors

. in Southern swamps and marshes.

water and inland marshes of this

area have conditions

many ways those of Ogden Bay Refuge.

factors

influencing

treated

by M:>yle (1945).

relations

of aquatic

Bellrose

plants

General marsh ecology principles

in Minnesota was

at Ogden Bay Refuge.

developed by noted ecologists

to marsh plant development and succession
texts

by Braun-Blanquet

of 1949 gave a clear picture

ditions

wr,y

study..

are

Sections

are fourxi in the
(l.9.32), Daubenmire

(1947), Oosting (194.S), and Wea-vierand Clements (1929).

Jensen's

of water

The important marsh

used to help explain marsh plant development under this

comprehensive ecological

Some chemical

found by these authors are cited to serve as

a comparison and to autJilent the findings

relating

in

a general

(1941) gave a clear pieture

to duck food plant growths in Illinois.

plant dewlopment factors

which parallel

Purer (1942) covered

salt marshlands in California.

distribution

related

The salt

Allan (1950) presented

management policy for the Gulf Coast marshlands.
plant ecology on coastal

of the United

Kramer's text

of plant and soil water relationships.

(1939) work at Bear River Refuge was undertaken in consimilar

of submerged aqqatics

to those of Ogden Bay Refuge, and gave relations
to chemical and physical

Other workers in utah who have presented
lands were Saunderts

(1951) studies

factors

of the soil.

some animal relations

to marsh-

on muskrats at Ogden Bay, Oden•s

5

(1951) studies on gull predation,
and waterfowl nesting.

Further

mary of plant growth relations
Lake.

on saline

and surrounding

a picture

of the Ogden Bay area.
areas contribute

at Ogden Bay Refuge.

growth relations

are adequately
Ahi

of botulism

soils.

and alkali

are found in Thorne and Peterson's

Thome (19Sl).
The techniques

Martin,
marsh plants
presented

the text

water,

and plant

relations

to plant growth

(1954), Ka.gistad (1945),
that may be applied to

(1949) text on irrigated

were covered by :Brinely (1942).

were used to evaluate

developed for agriculture

the

for marshlands.

Zim, and Nelson (1951) summarized the values of various
for waterfowl,

and Martin and Uhler (1939) and Martin (1946)

waterfowl food plant

and artificial

throughout

for Utah have been prepared. by Thome and

Sewage relationships

plant development factor~

of conditions

many of which might apply to marsh

covered by the work of Richards

ratings

on Ogden Bay

understanding

have been compiled on soil,

Soil salinity

Water quality

during

the study program.

(1938), and :Breazeale (1926). Principles

marsh soils

Great Salt

conditions

These studies

to a better

for agriculture,

plant development.

surrounding

They are quoted extensively

and were an aid in formulating
Numerous articles

soils

on grazing

(1934) sum-

work in Utah was Flower's

Wetmore (1918) presented

the early history

and Murdy1 s (1953) studies

propagation

growth factors,

of plants.

plus the values of natural

The work of these authors provided

a measure of the success of marsh deve.lopment work at Ogden ~Y Refuge.
Kco!ogical papers which might apply in some way to waterfowl

habitat restoration
to make reference
important

&re '

so ,rol.uminous that it would haw been impossible

to them in this

papers which contributed

program are listed.

paper; therefore,
to a better

only a few of the

understanding

of the study
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DESCRIPTION
OF OGDENBAY REFUGE

Ogden Bay Refuge is one of 6 waterfowl management areas developed
by the utah Fish and GameDepartment.

Although titled

of the area is opened to hunting each year.
of the 6 state

areas,

and is noted for its

food and cover plants which have attracted

a refuge,

half

It is one of the largest
rapid development of duck
a large waterfowl population.

Location and~

The refuge is located 12 miles below the junction
and Weber Rivers in Northern Utah.
delta

Its location

o£ the Ogden

on the Weber River

is only li.2 miles west of the city of Ogden via good oiled roads.

The size of the re.!uge wries

with the fluctuations

of Great Salt Lake,

which forms its western boundary; but for purposes of this paper, the
area is 13,700 acres.

total

Elevation

~

Topograph7

The refuge terrain

is flat

and unbroken, although its location

on the valley floor is less than 15 miles from the rugged Wasatch Range.
The average gradient
abrupt,

from east to west is only 2.2 feet per mile.

old lake shore line from 1 to 10 feet high, titled

Line of 1868" by Flowers (1934), separate

An

the "Shore

the lake bottom land on which

most of the refuge is located from the surrounding

farmlands (figure

1).

Kl.evation of the east side of the refuge bottom land is 4,210 feet mean
sea lenl.

Refuge headquarters

ground above the 1868 shore line.

is located on a small section of high

7

Figure 1.

An aerial

view looking Northwest across Unit 1 of
Ogden Bay Refuge, 1954. The diked lake and marsh
area in the center of the photo were developed on
former lake bottom land which is surrounded by
higher farmland at the bottom and upper right of
photo

8

Climate
The climate

is arid;

rainfall

has averaged 14.05 inches per year

over a 40-year period with a mean monthly low of 0.51 inches in July
and a mean monthly high of 1.72 inches in February.
evaporation
balances

is an increase

of low precipitation

water storage.

During periods

of high precipita-

in lake and ground water storage,
there

and d~g

in lake and ground

is a decrease

Annual mean temperature

extremes vary from

Fahrenheit;
summer.

of the Great Basin area approximately

inflow and precipitation.

tion there
periods

and transpiration

The average

for the area is about

64 degrees

-25 degrees in winter to 106 degrees in

The growing season averages

160 days (U.S . Dept. Agr. Year-

book 1941).
Shallow slow moving waters are usually
week in November and remain frozen until
This freeze-up

forces

the winter months.

frozen over by the last

the latter

most of the waterfowl

from the refuge area during

Except in extreme winters,

over 12 inches in depth and do not persist

part of February.

snows seldom accumulate

for long periods

of time.

9

CONDITIONS
AT OGDEN
BAYREFUGE
PRIORTO DEVELOPMENT

Great Salt~

Levels

The history

of the lake levels

has been one of ups and downs.

There has been an average seasonal difterence
from the wet to the dry periods;
leTel has fiuetuated

in elevation

of 2 feet

and during the past 100 years the lake

approximately

12 feet (figure

2).

Approximately 75 percent of the lands that now comprise Ogden Bay
Refuge were inundated by salt water only 20 years prior

destroyed

fringes

and soils

of

Eun as recent as 1952, a new rise in lake level

refuge construction.
was destroying

to the start

of the refuge marshland.

All vegetation

impregnated with a heavy concentration

was

of salt

whenever the salt water covered an area.

T.en percent of air dry soil

weight consisted

inundated land.

of salt

The concentration

on some recently
of salt

in the lake varies

been high enough to destroy all life
tolerant

algae,

crustaceans,

mately 1 percent increase

in lake level~ with concentrations
past history

except certain

and insects.
in salt

with the level but has
forms of salt-

Flowers (1934) found approxi-

concentration

for every foot decrease

running from 15.0 to 27.6 percent in

of the lake.

Water Suppl.Y
Onr 95 percent of the water supply to the Ogden Bay Refuge area

baa co•

from the Weber River either as direct

from irrigationi
(figure

and drainage.

river

now or return

n(),/

!!'he average monthly Weber River discharge .

3) shows a large difference

in now between the spring and

summer months; however, the extremes are not indicated

as nows have

10
been recorded from O to 10,000-oibic feet per second.
disparity
diverts

between seasonal

Part of this

nows was brought about by irrigation

which

the complet .e flow of the Weber River at a point only 8 miles

above the refuge.

This diversion , during the sunmer months leaves the

refuge dependent upon• drainage waters returning

to this

8 mile section

of the river.
M::>sthigh spring flows ha"Y.ehad a volume beyond the channel capacity of the Weber River delta;
fiooded each spring.

as a result,

much of the delta

Before the refuge dikes were built,

area is

low swnmer

nows were confined to the large channels cut deep by spring floods.
The Hooper Slough and a few irrigation

drains discharge

into the Ogden Bay Refuge area, thereby providing
water from late

directly

a good source of

summer irrigation.

Soils
Location of Ogden Bay Refuge on the Weber River delta
associated

with the depoeition

of the area.

Many

clay loam, and silt
increased

layers

light

textured

of sand were found interspersed

loams over most of the area.

the permeability

At the start

of the generally

of most of the soils

soils

with clay,

This characteristic
on the refuge.

of refuge development the soils

over 10,000 · acres were encrusted

probably is

were very saline-

with a white layer of salt.

A high

water table over most of the area, lying 0.5 to 2.5 feet deep, facilitates

movement of ground water to soil

deposited

this

surface where evaporation

has

layer of salt.

Vegetation
Early settlers

of Hooper reported grazing cattle

of the lake bottom land near the Weber River delta.
low lake level,

grass and trees

were reported

on lush grasslands
During periods

growing half way to

of

11

--

1~

1870

1880

1890

YEAR~--

Figure 2.

19«1

1900

~ ~

95 ~

1'50

--

Fluctuations of Great Salt Lake - 1850 to
1952. Dotted lines indicate the percent of
the Ogden Bay Refuge area covered by salt
water with various lake levels
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Index of seasonal

variation

in Weber

River discharge.
Figures are based on
the mean monthly discharge in cubic

feet per second - 19a2 to 1952
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Fremont Island,

a distance

of 7 miles from refuge headquarters.

creases in lake level destroyed this vegetation.
refuge construction
irrigation

in 1938, the lake level

In-

With the start

of

had again receded, but

had taken the swmnerwater supply and prevented large scale

growth of vegetation> in the area.
to the channels (figure

A

limited

return now being confined

4) produced only a small marsh.

2,635 acres were covered with vegetation

Approximately

and 10,927 acres were barren

in 1938.

salt nat
B:>tulism

Tremendous losses

from botulism or westem duck sickness around

Great Salt Lake aroused the attention:

of conservationists

throughout

the country to this ma.lady. Wetmore (1918) and others who came to
study this malady visit _ed the Weber River delta and reported
similar

to those on other areas around the lake.

In 1912, about 30,000

dead ducks were picked up on the Weber River flats.
year of considerable

losses

Even in 1914, a

improvement, an estimated 10,000 dead birds were

comted along only 2 miles of one of the lower Weber River c~els.
It was estimated that over one-half million ducks died from botulism
in 1921 on Salt Lake marshes.

Scenes such as those in figure

5 were

reported all along the lake shore.
Waterfowl!!!!,
Duck nesting populations
as

o£

the area were limited

by such factors

spring flooding of the nesting grounds and destruction

conr
~

by each rise

in lake level.

C~ C. C. crew rnealed
struction
intensive

in 1938.

nesting

tion as follows:

of nesting

Complete coverag,e of the area by a

only 20 Canada goose neats at the start

A total

of con-

of 126 duck nests were found during an

survey made during construction
Redhead, 59 nests;

cinnamon teal,

in 1941 with composi-

22; mallard,

21;
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gad.wall,

14; pintail,

8;

percent,

a..~ a large portion

shoveller,

and

2.

Nesting success was only 30

of these nests were flooded,

destroyed,

and

deserted.

other birds reported
ibis,

franklin

gull,

nesting

awcet,

and black-necked

other birds nonnally associated
Little

plus a variety

large numbers of ducks.

ducks using the area.
good populations

of

attracted

to

Members of two small hunting clubs and

from the general public utilized

had good hunting success;

of glossy

with Utah marshlands.

to development.

other hunters

that

stilt;

is lmown of the size o~ migrant populations

the area prior

reported

in the area were colonies

this

These hunters,

area for hunting and

although few in numbers,

so there must have been a fair population

Large cluck losses

of

due to botulism also indicate-

of ducks were att.racted

to the limited

pondweed

beds of the area.
Other Wildlife

Present

Qtly a few muskrat trappers

opment.

reported

using the area prior

They were able to keep populations

ping each year.

The big factors

small amount of vegetative

limiting

Skunk, weasel, mink, an occasional
were reported

by local trappers.

very- low by extensive
muskrat populations

feed and erratic

to develtrap-

were the

stream flows.

coyote,

and other small mammala

Carp and other smaller fishes

reported in the streams but were kept at low levels

were

by the reduced sum-

mer water and feeding areas.

Grazing
!bst of the Ogden Bay Refuge .,area was subject
to dnelopment.

grazing prior

Farmers of the adjacent conaunity of Hooper used both

atate and private
the vegetation

to heav

lands for grazing.

to ground level

This heavy grazing cropped mu.chc£

and reduced nesting

cover on the area.

15

Figure 5. Jbtulism losses on Great Salt Lake marshes such as these
pictured at Willard Bay, 1932, occurred on the Ogden Bay
Refuge area prior to deTelopment

16

HISTORY
ANDPLAN
OF DEVELOPMENI'

Impetus for development came for conservationists
who wanted to alleviate
conditions,

the serious botulism losses,

expand feeding areas,

and sportsmen
improve nesting

and develop a public shooting area.

General Plan
Raising the water to get it out of deep channels and into several
small. units was provided in the plans to develop feeding areas.
plan gave excellent
and to shift
tection

water control

waterfowl populations

of nesting populations

to eliminate

stagnant

unbroken lakes provided excellent

establish

cover for increased
Therefore,

situations

more interspersed

Pro-

from spring fioods was planned by using

Past experience in refuge design indicated

populations.

botulism areas

during botulism outbreaks.

deep channels to by-pass fiood waters around nesting

interspersed

This

areas.

that large shallow

feeding situations

but not enough

waterfowl use--especially

an extensive

irrigation

nesting

system was planned to

that favored dewlopment of emergent aquatics

plant

and

cover.

Success of the forementioned plans would provide a good shooting
area by attracting

more waterfowl to the area, would save birds by

e+iminating botulism losses,

and would increase

production

of waterfowl

on the area •
.LandAcquisition
:;e ·

-

The Weber Collllty Wildlife
which they later

Federation purchased 355.8 acres of land

deeded to the State of utah to further

a cooperative

plan of development between the State and Federal Government.

Later

17
the State purchased 914.71 acres of land at a cost of $14,830.65.

The

remaining 12,429.5 acres are state-owned lands set aside for game department administration

and were acquired at no cost.

Agencies Cooperating Yl Development.
Development of Ogden Bay Refuge was initiated
Civilian

with the help of the

Conservation Corps, equipment and funds of the U.

Survey (now the U.

s.

Fish and Wildlife

Service),

s.

Biological

was the initial

Restoration

on the construction

agreement between the State

Survey on August 17, 1937.

the passage of the Pittman-Robertson
Wildlife

passage of

Act.

Start of the project
and U.

Biological

State Fish and Game

Department equipment and funds, and Federal A.id funds after
the Pittman-Robertson

s.

Project

In August 1938, after

Act, the first

Federal Aid to

in the United States was approved to carry

of the refuge.

Civilian

Conservation Corps person-

nel and camp were withdrawn prior to completion of construction

and

since that time the entire •program has been financed by the State under

the Federal Aid to Wildlife
administrative
the C. C.

c.

projects.

program except for minor maintenance and
From 1939 to 1941., $200,000.00 was spent by

in development.

with the aid of federal

Up

to the present

time the State of Utah,

funds, has spent approximately

$300,000.00.

Thus, to 1954, upwards of $500.,.000.00 has been spent in the development
and maintenance of Ogden Bay Refuge.
Construction Features
The Weber River divides into what is called the North, South, and
Middle
trol

Rurui just

as it reaches the Ogden Bay Refuge area.

on these main channels was gained by large control

plus an inter-connecting

north-south

each side of the bay (figure

6).

Water congates (figure

7)

dike which tied into high grour¥l on

This dike and control

gate sys t em
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Developments and water distribution
JBayRefuge - 1954

at Ogden
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Figure

7. Large radial gates control

main channels for fiood
water by-pass and water distributiOD

20

Figure

8. · Water entering

units

is first

distributed

through concrete control gates

Figure

9. Water is finally
culverts

distributed

through pipe

21

Figure 10.

Clay and sandy soils

Ogden Bay .Refuge

were used to build

the dikes at

22
the water in the channels during the summer.so that it can be

raises

distributed

through the units of the refuge.

It also spreads shallow

water over portions

of the area east of the dike.

season this

system by-pass~s high water around nesting

control

All of the water entering

Unit l on the northeast

dike aeross the Unit sel!'Ves to distribute
(figure

series

the

8) along the entire

(figure

Unit 1 area.

ponds.

Level terrain

Two JOOre

of

feeding lake formed by
Nine miles of main dike

This system of raising

numerous small channels,

of this area and the entire

and distribstreams,

and

refuge made it pos-

to keep all waters under 2 feet deep, with the vast majority

from 6 to 12 inches.
pits

spill-

this water through a series

main dike on the west edge of the Unit.

uting the water 3 times creates

sible

water through concrete

9) before it reaches a larger

encompass the entire

areas.

side of the

east edge of this Unit.

of smaller dikes re-distribute

culverts

spring flood

gate on the Middle Run. A small control

refuge comes through one control

way-B

During

Exceptions to this

are large channels and borrow

formed during construction.
Unit 3 has the same construction

with water entering
irrigation

features

as Unit

near the South Run and distributed

system to the southwest.

A similar

6),

through an

system was planmed for

Unit 2 but was not completed as the construction
by the entry of the United States

1 (figure

program was stopped

in the World War which terminated

the C. C. C. program.

It was not completed after

lack of summerwater.

Instead,

the War due to a

the water from high spring fiows plus

Unit 1 overflows are spread across this Unit.
Dikes
!igure 10.

were
built

by drag].ine usimig the natural

soils

as shown in.

Large dikes up to 6 feet high were ma.dewith a 5:1 forward

slope and graveled to prevent wa..-e erosion.

These dikes impound up to

I
I

I

23
2 feet of water.

Smaller dikes up to 5 feet high., which impound less

than 6 inches of water, were- constructed
graveled.
travel

with a 3:1 slope and not

Roadways on the ma.in dikes were graveled to facilitate

and maintenance.

24

PLANT
DEVELOPMENT
STUDIESONOGDEN
BAYREFUGE

Large sections

1946 llleea.use the irrigation

until

allow water distribu~ion.
opportunity
!'actors

system dikes were not completed to

Completion of these dikes presented

an

to study plant development on newly fiooded areas and

affecting

were also presented
shift

3 remained in a barren condition

of Units land

su:ch changes.
in Unit. 2.

in 1 stream nows

development study opportunities

Plant

nood waters with a heavy silt

load and

were producing a decided change in the vegetative

cover of this unit.

Study Methods
Study plots were established

in representative

gation system prior to fiood.ing.

Half acre plots,

were established

posts,

of water would constantly

in Unit 3.

areas of the irrimarked by steel

One was placed where 1.0 to 12 inches

cover the area, and two others were placed

where O t@ 7 inches of water would flow over the soil surf ace.
plots were numbered 4, 5, and 6 (figure
Three one-half
mittently

in this

6).

acre study plots were also established

flooded areas of Unit, 2 to record ecological

by this type of flooding.

Seirer.al inches of silt

area, and plant cover was starting

were established.
l!lelt transects

These

on inter-

changes caused

were already deposited

to develop before the plots

The plots in this area were numbered 1, 2, and 3.
were established

across the original

marsh of the

South Run delta in 1Jnit 2 and across a new marsh whieh was developing
from the &it. . l overflow into Unit 2.

The transect

in the original

25
marsh was called the South Transect and the transect
was called the North Transect.

These transects

in the new marsh

were marked by steel

posts which were driven eyery 200 feet alon ·g their

length.

Vegetation

in the new marsh was covering more area each year and vegetation · in the
original

marsh was dying.
changes in

Records were maintained from 1946 to 1952 on seasonal
water tables

and water levels,

and pH of the soil,

initial

yearly changes in soluble

soil texture,

and yearly changes in plant

four depths (0"-3",
the influence

The relative

on the study plots

soluble

salt

oontent of the soil was determined by

conductivity

of a 1.:5 soil-water

50 grams of air dry soil and 250 c.c.

conductivity

and the pH of the liquid

to record

soil depths.

of the liquid

suspension.

of distilled

to make.a 1:5 so~water-

After part of the soil had settled

electrical

and at

These samples were taken at

were thoroughly shaken in quart bottles
pension.

sil.t and organic deposition,

3 11-6 11, 611-12 11, l.2"-24") for each station

measuring the electrical
For this test,

of the transects.

of various

content

cover for each study plot and transect.

Soil samples were taken at three stations
. every 200-f oot station

salt

from this mixture,

water
susthe .

was measured with a solubridge

was measured with an electrical

This pro-vided a rapid and economical method of testing

pH. meter.

the thousands of

soil samples taken in the study.
The solubridge

gave the oonductivity

of the solution

in millimhos.

This aeasurement was used because Richards (1954) and others foUl'ld that
the eff'ect of sallmlty
. trical

on plant growth ·can bes-t be predicted · by elec-

conductiv.l.ty of the soil solution,

salt in the soil by weight.

rather

than by the percent of

However, for those interested

in a

26
comparison with other studies,

the percent

salt

in the air dry soil at

Ogden Bay Refuge is roughly equal to millimhos conductivity
soil-water

suspension multiplied

These

picture

studies

of soil,

on the plots
water,

graphic presentation

by 0.3.
and transects

have given an excellent

and plant growth relations.

of the results

Study Plots in Intermittentl,Y

of the 1:5

A discussion

on study plots

and

and transects

follows:

Flooded Areas

Plots 1, 2, and 3 in Unit 2 were covered by Weber River fiood waters
each spring during the 6 year study period.
fiooding during the tall.
table

This type of intermittent

nooding

of plots 1 and 2 (figures

on these two plots was a reduction
inehes of soil at the center station
increase

in soi] salinity

to

During other periods of the year, the water

dropped 2 to 4 feet below the soil

salinity

Plot 2 was also subject

surface.
had little

12 and 14).

eff~ct

upon the soil

The only salinity

of the surface 3

in the salinity
on plot 2.

change

There was a large

on. plot 3 during the last

2 years of study,

but this was caused by salty waters of Great Salt Lake which temporarily
flooded the plot during the two spring seasons (figure
salinity

varied widely between stations

16).

Soil

on plot 1 but were uniform on

plots 2 and 3.
Intermittent

fiooding

produced no significant

during the 6 year study period,

although the pH of 1:5 soil-water

pensions varied from 7.9 to 9.2 between soil
The most noticeable
deposition

of silt.

and 3 inches of silt
deposits

on plot 3.

change in soil pH

stations

change on intermittently

Two to 18 inclles oif silt

were deposited

on. plot 2.

sus-

on the plots.

nooded plots

were deposited

was

the

on plot 1,

There were no silt

27

A206.0 -ELEVATION
WATERLEVEL
SOil SURfACE

SOI&:
STA110N A

4206.0 ELEVATI

WIDTH 200 FEET

19.9

-Figure 11.

Cross section view of plot l ehowing
soil profile and progressive changes.
in · vegetation.
This plot was located
a channel bank and completely
covered by fiood water for 1 and 2
months each spring
01t.
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SOIL STATION
A

10,---------' '---------8_
6

'

1w

1m

1w

1~

1m

YEAR

Figure 12.

Salinity changes of various soil depths
for 3 soil stations on plot 1. Salinity
expressed in millimhos conductivity of a
1:5 soil-water suspension.
The percent
salt in the air dry soil at Ogden :say
Refuge is roughly equal to the millimhos
conductivity of a 1:5 soil-water suspension multiplied by 0.3
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SOil STATION A

Figure l3.

8

c O

Cross section view of plot 2 showing
soil profile and progressive changes
in vegetation.
'this plot was covered
by' 4 to 8 inches of nood water for 1
to 3 months each spring and fall.
Homed pondweed (not shown) made
extensive growth on this plot during
spring fiood periods .
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Figure l.4.

Salinity changes of various soil depths
for 3 soil stations on. plot 2. Salinity
expressed im millimhos conductivity of a
1 :5 soil - water suspension
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Cross section. view of plot 3 showing
soil profile and progressive changes in
vegetati on . This plot was fiooded f or
2 to 3 months ea ch spring . Waters of
Great Salt Lake temporarily covered
this plot in: 1951 and 1952
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Figure 16.

Salinity changes of various soil depths
for 3 soil station'S of plot 3. Salinity
expressed in. milli.mhos conductivity of a
1:5 soil-water suspension
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change was limited

Vegetative

plots.

on the intermittently

fiooded study

The only change in plant cover on plot 1 was along the channel

bank where nodding smartweed and cocklebur were replaced by willows and

.

asters

(figure

for light

11).

This plant

with willows ·overshadowing the lower growing amma.ls.

een inches of silt

An increase

which allowed the growth of willows in - this

in the abundance of bassia was the only vegetative

13).

change of plot 2 (figure
related

to the deposition

This change in density was probably

of silt

on this plot and salinity

in the soil surface layer of one soil

alkali

bulrush,

salt

grass,

troyed by an increase

station~

and glasswort

in soil salinity

Study Plots in Irrigation

A scattered

September, 1947, plots

during 1951 and 1952 (figure

surface.

.

F1ooding by the irrigation

nuctuated

to expose portions

of the mud

covered with 10 to 12 inches of water.
systems produced marked changes in soil

durin -g the first

2 years of nooding

(figures

18

The surf ace 3 inches of soil on plot 6 were sharply reduced
after

one year of flooding,

and salinity

surface 12 in'Ches of soil in an area of cattail
flooding

7 inches of run-

The surface 12 inches of soil on plots 4 and 5 were sharply

reduced in salinity

in salinity

were 6 to 12

During the 6 year study period after

4 and 6 were fiooded with Oto

Plot 5 '.lf&Sconstantly

and 20) .

15).

system study plots were dry several years

ning water that occasionally

salinity.

stand of

on plot 3 was completely des-

prior to fiooding in September, 1947, and water tables
inches below the soil

reduction

Systems

All of the irrigation

bottom.

Eight-

accumulated on.the channel bank area in 6 years and

may have also been a factor

area.

change appeared to be in competition

(figure

22).

On all

irrigation

was reduced in the

growth after

system plots,

salt

further
concentrations

34

were highest
nooding.
the soil

on the soil

This was reversed
surface

after

flooding,

with depth prior
with salinity

in · pH on all irrigation

increase

The pH of 1:5 soil-water

1

varied from 8.2 to 8.9 prior

and 8.2 to 9.4

to flooding

flooding.

gation system study plots.
grass,

bulrush,

bassia,

cattail,

4, scattered

On plot

and foxtail

were partially

cattail

crowded out the alkali

had further

reduction

wort was replaced
(figure

first

of soil

attributed

21).

by muskgrass and finally

change on the irrigation

to changed water conditions

however:,

of the plot that
On plot

5, glass-

by sago pondweed

seedlings

. system plots

and reduced salinity

surface which allowed the germination

marsh plant species.

and establishment

Germination and establishment

was
of the
of the

of emergent plant

was confined to the shallow exposed mud and water fringes

t hese plots.

Seedlings were not established

water constantly
require

covere d the area.

bulrush,

on

where a few inches of

This indic ates tha t emergent

extremely shallow water or exposed mud bottom to germi-

nate and become established
alkali

(figure

6, &-::scat-

On plot

bulrush;

bulrush on a portion
salinity

by alkali

19).

Rapid vegetation

species

17).

by alkali

on the irri-

stands of glasswort,
replaced

and curly leaf dock (figure

tered stand of glasSliOrt was replaced

soil

lowest in

system soil

Flooding also produced a rapid change in vegetation

salt

to

with soil depth.

which had been reduced in salinity.

suspensions
after

and decreased

zone and increasing

There was a slight
stations

surface

by seed.

and only after

This probably indicates

that

Cattail

came into the plots

continued reduction
cattail

in soil

is not as tolerant

after

salinity.

of soil

salinity
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as alkali

bul:nish.

salinity

Sago pondweed also appeared less tolerant

of soil

than muskgrass for the same reasons.

Plant Study Transects
The South Transect
23 and 24 present
zonation,
section

water,

crossed the original

a typical
and soil

are also typical

Refuge.

generally

pondweed, cattail

or hardstern bulrush,

diverted

of the water table

transect

stations.

stations

where a shift

generally

variance

but is

and lowest in areas of high

alkali

bulrush,

is sago

salt

grass,

75 percent of the water supply away from
marsh vegetation

in 1947.

stations

increases

salinity

the area dry.

of increased

(table

and decreased

in soil

in stream nows left

decreased at stations

and deptn

increased

at most transect stations

at 7 transect

The largest

was dying when the

During the 6 year study, the

from the soil•surface

of water in the channels decreased
increased

cross

flat.

South Transect was established

Soil salinity

Soil pH has little

zonation from channel to bare flat

the South Run marsh; as a result,

distance

The plant

low in the channel areas and increases

in areas of low salinity

then barren salt

Construction

transect.

shown in this

relationships

is usually

Typical plant

glasswort,

salinity

away from the channel.

highest

salinity.

cross s&ction of this

Figures

of much of the other marshland at Ogden Bay

Soil salinity

with distance

South Rllll marsh.

salinity

2).

at 2

were at
Soil pH

and increased

at

statiolllB with decrease d salinity.
Cattail

died at South Transect

Terted from channels in. this
there was a large increase
area of soil

salinity

stations

area which left
in soil

salinity.

incre ase at station

5 and 14. Water was dithe stations

dry, and

Glasswort died in an
1.

Alkali bulrush was
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Figure 17.

Cross secti on view of plot 4 SX>wing
soil profile and progressive changes
in yegetation . This plot was first
flooded in the fall of 1947
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Salinity changes of irarious soil depths
for 3 soil stations on plot 4. Salinity
expressed in millimhos conductivity of a
1:5 soil-water suspension
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Cross section view of plot 5 showing
soil profile and progressive changes
in vegetation.
This plot was first
flooded in the .fall of 194 7. Alkali
bulrush was accidentally
established
in 1951 when the plot was drained in
connectio~ with construction activity
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for 3 soil stations on plot 5. Salinity
eJEpressed in millimhos conductivity of a
1:5 soil-water suspension
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Table 1.

A Summary of Plant Growth Changes in Relation to Changes in Water Conditions,
Soil pH, and Silt Deposits on Study Plots at Ogden Bay Refuge• 1947 to 1963

Soil Salinity,

I

Plot
No.

1

2

3

..,
..

4

5

Soil

Changes 1n Plant Growth
Nodding smartweed and
oooklebura replaced on
channel bank by willows
and asters.

Flooded With 2 to 12

Summerbassia growth
increased in abundance.
Spring horned pondweed
growth had no chan,:e.

Flooded with t to 8
inches of water ea.oh
apring and tall.

Alkali bulrush, salt•
grua and glasswort
killed by salt water.
Gluawort, aaltgraas,
bueia,
am foxtail
partially
replaced by
alkali bulrush end o•H•'L.

Salinity

Changes

Silt ·

pH

·Chan1.:es

Deposits- ....

No
significant
change.

2 to 18
inohea

Salinity reduced only
in the surtaoe lay-er
of one soil station.

No
•ignifioant
change.

3 inohes
ewer
entire
plot.

Flooded each spring,
finally flooded by
salt water •

t..rge increase in
salinity when flooded
by salt water.

No
significant
change •

None

Dry plot

permanently
flooded by 10 to 12
inohes of running
water.

Surface 12 inches of
soil jeduced in sali•
nity after only 2
years of flooding

Slight
increase
lin pH.

None

Glasswort replaoed first
by m.wskgraasthen sago
pondweed.

Dry plot permanently
flooded by 10 to 12
inches of water.

Surface 12 inohea of
Slight
soil iteduoed in sali• · iaore-..e
ni,ty af'ter only 2
in pH.
years of flooding.

Glasswort replaced first
bulrush, whioh
was finally partially
replaced by cattail.

Dry plot

·Surface -·~ inches .
.sharply r,educed. Surface 12 ~ ohes reduced
in cattai1 growth area.

by alkali

6

·water Conditions

Soil

ll!lOhee of water tor
I aonths eaoh apring.

permanently
flooded by o to ..7
.inches of running
water.

No

significant
ohange.

Slight

None

.

incree.se
111 pH

l

None
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replace~ by saltgrass
in water table
salinity.

2.

This was attributed

depth pelow the soil surface

Cattail

was located

at station

replaced

alkali

to an increase

and to an increase

4. This station

bulrush at station

on the edge o,f a channel and decreased in soil

The North Transect

in soil

salinity.

crossed a new marsh that developed in an area

nooded by the overflow of Unit 1 and the North Run by-pass.

during the 6 year study.

supply to this marsh did not change appreciably
Water depth decreased
silt

in some channel areas but this was attributed

to

deposition.
Soil salinity

The largest

increased

increase

area dry.

at only 2 stations

was at station

Soil salinity

continually

10 where a channel shift

decreased at 4 stations,

.

of the North Transect

increased

coverage during the 6 year study period.

placed by alkali

bulrush at stations

covered by alkali

bulrush at station

very shallow and fluctuated
placed alkali

left

the

all of which were

increased.

ll.

10.

The only other vegetation

Water conditions
study transects.
depth, plant

Water at these stations

Water at this

shifted

and soil

change on the transect

With a major change in water level

was

Salt grass re-

salinity

during the

homed pondweed.

were the key to changes in vegetation

under the new conditions.
Salinity

.

station

surface,

where sago pondweed replaced

cover usually

and extended

Homed pondweed was re-

to expose the mud bottom.

bulrush at station

study was at station3

in density

9 and 12, and a barren area was

from 2 inches deep to 2 inches below the soil

ditions.

on the North Transect.

flooded.

Vegetation
its

Water

on the

or water table

changed to a type that was adapted to grow
Soil salinity

was also related

to water con-

remained low as long as water flooded an area but

increased when the soil

surface

was no longer covered with water.

Soil

Table 2.
Transeot
Station
N. T. l
2

3
4
5
6
1
8
9

10

li

12

A Summary of Plant Growth Changes in Relation to Changes in Water Conditions,
Soil pH on Study Transeots at Ogden Bay Refuge•
1947 to 1952

t'

Alkali

Alkali bulrush
Al,kali bulrush
Alkali bulrush
St.go pondweed
~ttail
HQrned pondweed
Alkali bulrush

Barren
Horned Pondweed

3•
6.

3•

e•

1s•

2•
2•

a•

s•

1•

1•

.Ulc&li bulrush

2•

2•

Sa.ltgrass

2"

Alkali
Alkali

l"

•-2•
l"

1•

l"

pH

Siight inoreue
No ohange
Slight
increase
No change

decrease

Slight
decrease
No change
No change
No change
Slight increase
No change
No ohange
Increase
Deoreue
No change

4•

Cattail
bulrush
bulruah

Slight

and

Change

No change

11•

4•
2•
2•

Soil

Salinity
Change

Water

Alkali bulrush
Sago pondweed
Sago pondweed
Alkali bulruah
Alkali bulrush
Alkali bulrush
Sa.go pondweed

bulruh

Sago pondweed
Horned pondweed

Soil

Depth
1§47 1952

Dominant Vegetation
1947
1952

Soil Salinity,

No change
No change
Slight increase
Slight
incre,-se
No change
Decrease
Increase

No change

'

S. T. l
2
3
4
5
6

1
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

•

Glasswort

Barren

-2•

-2•

Alkali bulrUlh

Sal,tgrus
Sago pondweed

-2•
8~

-4•
5~
4•

Sago pondweed
Alkali bulrUlh
Cattail
Saltgra11 ·
Co111non
three-square
Barren
CCl!llllonthree-square
Commonthree-square
Saltgrus

4•

Cattail

s•

GlasBWort

Saltgraas
Commonthree-square
Barren

Barren

three-square
eon.on three-aqua.re
Saltgrus
Barren
Barren

Cattail

Barren

Barren

A minus number indicates

-•

CCIIIIIOD.

-4•

2•

1•

-4•

-s•

-s• "·
-1•

-1•

-2•
2"

ot water table

distance

-2•

-4•

-6·
-a•

No ohange
No ohange
No ohange

-1~
-9"
.9•
.4•

No change
Slight inorease
large inoreue .
Large increase
Large increase

o·,•

-•

------

-

•-

-

•

Slight decreaae
Slight decreue
No change
No change

Decrease

below ground surface.

-- a

Deoreue
Deoreue
Increaae
Slight decreue
Decrease
No change
No change
Inoreue
Slight decrease

Increase
Increase
,:\Decrease
Slight decreue
Large inoreue
No oha.nge

-

-

-

-

~--

-•

;--~-

-

~

-

,.

-•••

--

1,.

.,_..

•

-

•

-
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salinity
area,

had some effect
but soil

upon the type of vegetation

pH seemed to have no relation

the study transects

.

to plant

which came into an
growth changes on
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PLANTSUCCESSION
STUDIESAT OGDE
N BAYREFUGE

Refuge developments altered
of plant succession
surveys,

habitat

stages from saline

taken at regular

intervals

picture

of plant succession

studies

on the entire

studies

on plots and transects,

conditions
flat

to produce a variety

to verdant marsh.

Plant

since 1938, provided a general

stages.

These general plant

refuge supplement the detailed
and contribute

succession

plant development

to a better

understand-

ing of plant development fact.ors.
Study Methods
Maps showing the area covered by each important plant species have
been constructed

at intervals

since refuge development.

used to compile the plant acreages giwn in table J.

Measurement of

cover in 19.38 was derived from a pre-construction

plant

lined water areas and a few plant types.

These were

map which out-

In 1942, plant cover was

mapped with a plane table,

while subsequent maps (1946, 1950, and 1954)

were compiled using aerial

photographs with field

verification

of plant

types.
These methods, although limited
of relative

plant changes.

in accuracy~ give a good picture

The maximum error

cent in the emergent species and 25 percent
Coverages of aquatics
by mapping plant

in the subnerged aquatics.

such as sago pondweed and muskgrass were compiled

bed outlines

and estimating

the percent

Developments at Ogden Bay Refuge created
habitat,

each of which have had a different

of plant types.

should not exceed 10 per-

The main habitat

several

composition.

types of wetland

development and succession

types to be discussed

are:
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(1) Stabilized
systems;

ponds and lakes;

(2) Semi-stabilized

waters of irrigaticn

(3) Upland areas and channel banks; and (4) Intermittently

flooded areas.
The study plots
tributed

and study transects

in each of these habitats.

The detailed

from those areas plus the information
accurate

picture

of succession

previously

discussed

were dis-

measurements obtained

from general

cover maps give an

for each habitat.

Plant Succession in Lakes and Ponds
The conmon concept of aquatic
is built

up by inorganic

such time as the

to allow emergent aquatics

species

to b~come established.

(1929) and Oosting (1948) felt
of conaunities

is that the bottom

and organic sediments until

water shallows sufficiently
land and terrestria1

plant succession

and finally

wet-

Weaver and Clements

that water depth was primarily

in control

with these zoned in a simple sequence from open water

toward shore as follo'W!l: Submerged, floating
meadow, and woodland.

leaf,

This concept appears to hold generally

Ogden Bay Refuge with the exception
been absent in most instances

that the floating-leaf

true for

stage has

and both the submerged and floating-leaf

stage have been absent from some areas.

This agrees with Penfound (1952)

who found that the submerged and floating-leaf
some inland salt water habitats
becoming established

reed-swamp, sedge

stages may be absent in

with marsh dominants ( cattail-bulrush)

without intervening

stages.

Dikes of Units 1 and 3 created over 3,000 acres of shallow lakes
and ponds Oto
he1d fairly

24 inches deep.

stable

Water levels

of these lakes have been

at all seasons of the year except during winter

months when the units were drained to prevent ice damage to dikes.
Eighty percent of the area inundated by the lakes was devoid of
vegetation

prior to flooding

in 1940.

MJ.skgrass was the first

aquatic
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Table J.

Variations in Plant Abundance at Ogden Bay Refuge - 1938 to
1954. Figures are in acres

Species of Plant

BARREN
GROUND
UPLAND
PLANTS

1938

1942

1946

1950

1954

10,927

1,233

7,129

5.,228

4,810

1,588

2.,597

2,907

2,842

2,574

l,Oll

1,021
1,185
118
15
21
15
2.7
16
7

727
935
247
71
83
22
33
18

19

765
1,215
239
57
69
18
28
18
12
24

144

].36

61
112
28
ll8

61
42
31
127

32
137
61
37
31
136

1.,261

1,330

2.,395

2,615

1,167

1,224

2.,271
119
51
43
4
3

l,6o8
902
68
19
4
7
3
4

Giasswort
Saltgrass
lBassia
Smartweeds
Wild millet
Sedges

1,041
.35
4
2
ll
19

Wire rush

Spikerush
Willows
Curly-leaf dock
Foxtail barley

12

3

7
151
61
117
10
113

Greasewood

Alkali grass
Cocklebur
Other upland plants
EMERGENI'
PLAN'l'S

594

Alkali bulrush
Cattail
Hardstem bulrush
Commonthree-square
Olney 1s three-square
Rice cutgrass
Arrowhead
Other emergent plants

1
•

SUBMERGED
AQUATICS
Sago pondweed
Homed pondweed
Widgeongras-s
Longleaf pondweed
Muskgrass
Other su'tnerged aquatics

453

11

22

10

13

64

14

66
4
trace
trace
3

4
trace
t;race
.3

1.,.341

2,124

2,692

3,157

39.3
146
257
trace
538
7

551
718
422
trace
427

1,356
1,112
85
3
115
21

2,012
913
86
11
98
37

6

1

.3
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invader of the lakes but was rapidly
geongrass,

and sago pondweed.

by homed pondweed, wid-

By 1954, 3,157 acres were vegetated

with sago pondweed predominant ( table 3).

submerged aquatics
of longleaf

replaced

pondweed, crisped-leaf

pondweed, and coontail

in recent surveys but were scarce in the first
Alkali bulrush and cattail
waters around the lakes.

plants

Small beds

were mapped

plant surveys.

invaded only the shallow shoreline

In one instance,

of shallow shore area in a single
vertently

by

cattail

vegetated

season when lake levels

lowered to expose the mud bottom to seeding.

100 acres

were inadThese emergent

are slowly extending into the deeper lake areas by propagation

from underground rootstocks.
Rapid growth of aquatic plants
the natural

in the lakes and ponds was through

spread of seed and other propagative

plant beds in the area.

parts

from existing

Bo attempt was made to plant

submerged aquatics

at Ogden lBayRefuge.
Plant Succession in Irrigation

Systems

In 1938, 10,927 acres of Ogden Bay Refuge were barren salt

Plants found in scattered

patches across these flats

channels were for the most part glasswort

South Run and was predominantly
,---.

'-

After construction,
the barren flats
at different
gent plants

alkali

irrigation

and along old

and saltgrass

The only emergent marsh of any size was located

flats.

(figure

25).

on the delta of the

bul~h.

systems covered large sections

of

with shallow films of running water which fluctuated

seasons to expose sections
readily

of mud flat

( figure

seeded and invaded these areas (figures

26).

Emer-

27 and 28)

and had incres.aed from 594 acres in 1938 to 2,615 acres by 1954 (table

3).
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Alkali bulrush was the first
areas and covered large sections

29).

invader of the irrigated

2 to 3 years of flooding

after

Repairs and enlargement of the irrigation

Unit 3 greatly

increased

atter 1947. Cattail

salt

flat
(figure

systems of Unit 1 and

the development of alkali

bulrush coverage

was slow in : becoming established

in these areas

and did not cover large areas prior to 1950. However, after 1950, cattail

coverage e:xpanded rapidly

and flooded saltgrass

areas (figure

30).

out stands ot alkali

The large cattail

It also seeded vast areas of

patch on the lower edge of figure 28 is a good example

seeding which occurred when lake levels

Hardstem bulrush has been slow in establishment
cattail

and alkali

Scattered
areas,

bulrush

when water levels were lowered in lakes and ponds.

exposed mud flat

of the cattail

by crowing

bulrush,

were lowered.
as compared to

because it seldom reproduced from seed.

stands are now found along most channels and deeper water

and coverage is increasing

each year (figure

31).

Rice cutgrass

and duckpotato were not recorded in early plant surveys but now cover
substantial
replaced
silt

areas along channel banks and mudbars.
emergent plants

deposits

and plant

Shallow fluctuating
ideal conditions

Upland plants

in a few areas of the irrigation
decay have built

system where

up ground levels.

waters of the irrigation

systems produced

for rapid seeding and establishment

of emergent plants.

Rootstocks were planted to speed the spread of hardstem bulrush,
other emergent plants

have

came into the area by natural

but

propagation.

Plant Succession 2!! Upland Areas and Channel Banks
Some 0£ the areas of Ogden Day Refuge were not flooded by the
irrigation

systems or diked waters.

channel banks, silt

depositiq9

In other areas,

has built

especially

up the ground level

along

so that

it,
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Figure 25.

A section of Unit l prior to flooding in 1940.
Glasswort. is growing in the foreground followed by a
strip of saltgrass.
Barren salt flats extend into
the background
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Figure 26.

Typical

shallow

nooding

produced

by irrigation

systems

--

•.

;..'"

~

-,

Figure 27.

Aerial view of center section of Unit 1 showing irrigation
system dikes and upper edge of main lake, 1946. Irrigation : system had not functioned up to this time. White
area is barren salt nat

-Figure 28.

Center section of Unit 1, 1954. Dark grey areas of vegeare alkali bulrush.
Light areas of vegetation are
.cattail.
Note muskrat houses at lower center of photo

tation

•
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Figure

29.

Typical alkali bulrush stands which came into
shallow flooded areas after 2 to 3 years
nooding
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is no longer flooded.
is largely

Plant cover and plant

determined by water table

Daubenmire (1947) reported
ranges of salinity
halophytes

tolerated,

indicate

related

barren salt

then saltgrass

flats

way to a variety

zonation of upland

depth as it is to salinity.

Almost

are surrounded by a zone of glas:swort

of plants

such as foxtail

bassia,

wire rush, and cocklebur on the higher less saline
nels.

sequence o·f

32, 33, and 34). These saltgrass

(figures

of

to chS1¥1el banks but it appears to be

flats

as much to water table

invariably,-

is a typical

so that

of the periphery

a remarkably definite

At Ogd-enBay Refuge, there
from barren salt

as shown by

degrees of salinity,

Thus the vegetation

inland salt .basins often exhibit

plants

salinity.

somewhat with species,

presence differing

depending upon the species.

zones.

depth and soil

on these areas

the degree of adaptation
varies

by their

succession

On the channel bank itself;

areas give

sedges,
soils

smartweeds, aster,

spikerush,
along chan-

wild mill~t,

and

willows predominate.
Glasswort has irrereased on. salt
have been raised
waters collect
ennial,

flat . areas· where water tables

close to the soil surface
on the soil

has increased

surface

and where rains

in the spring.

or other-

Saltgrass,

a per-

on channel banks and other areas by crowding out

the annuals and other plants

which first

invade the area.

is also covering the dikes which were first

vegetated

Saltgrass

by bassia

and

other annuals.
As waters were slowed by irrigation
posits

built

up channel banks and bars.

scarce at the start

acreage (figures

silt

de-

Smartweed and wild millet,

of development, became established

and now cover substantial
· has also extended its

systems and dikes,

35 and 36).

on these areas
Rice cutgrass

coverage on channel bank areas (figure

37).
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Figure 30.

Dense stands of cattail have crowded out other plants
some areas of Ogden Bay

on

59

Figure 31.

Stands of hardstem bulrush, such as pict.ured
above, are increasing each year at Ogden Bay

•

(:I)

Cattail

has been encroaching on these mud bar and channel bank areas

during the past 4 years,

eliminating

As channel banks increased

to greater

smartweed and wild millet.
have started

heights,

willows

Plant Succession..Q!!_Intennittently
High spring and fall

spring and fall

crowded out

channel banks ••
Flooded Areas

nows of the Weber River have been routed

These flows have covered barren salt

Unit 2 with shallow waters plus a heavy layer of silt.
of this

duck food plants.

A few cottonwood., ash., and boxelder trees

to grow on the highest

around Units 1. and 3.

some of the better

flow varies

flats

of

The duration

with the season and some areas are .

flooded for longer periods than others.

The north half of Unit 2 has

been flooded during some spring seasons for as long as 3 months.
Flooding plus silting

enhanced the growth of horned pondweed and

occasionall. beds of widgeongrass on the north half of Unit 2.
pondweed natures

enough mefore the area dries out in the summer to

produce a good crop of seed.
dense stands of bassia

been he_avy silting.

Horned

After the area dries

cover higher ground sections

in the summer.,
where there has

· When the area is flooded in the fall,

thousands

of ducks feed on the horned pondweed seed.
Cockleburs, bassia,
bars.and

and other annuals form dense stands on sand

other intennittently

flooded sections

of heavy silt

deposits.
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Figure .32. Salt crusted saline fiats which were common
at Ogden Bay prior to , development

Figure 33.

Glasswort is the first
nats

invader of the saline

62

•

Pigm-e 34.

Saltgrass extending into saline nat.
Note
the propagation. from underground rhizomes
which extend into the flat.
A small zone c,.f
glasswort is next to the saltgrass

•
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Figure 35.

Figure

Beds of wild lnillet

at_ Ogden Bay Refuge

36. . Nodding smartweed beds along channel banks
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Figare

37.

Rice cutgrass,
the plant in foreground, is covering more
area each year. However, cattail,
in the background, is
· crowding out this plant.
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FACTORS
AFFECTING
MARSH
PLANTSUCCESSION
ANDDEVELOPMENT

Detailed
succession,
better

studies

on plots

and other studies

understanding

The results

and transects,

at Ogden Bay Refuge contribute

are summarized through a review of

of each important physical

plant growth of the refuge.
for a better

to a

of the role of various marsh plant growtp factors.

of all these studies

the effect

general surveys on plant

understanding

and biotic

factor

upon marsh

Findings of other workers are also cited
of each growth factor.

Water Depth
Water depth was one of the major factors
of :marsh plants

at Ogden Bay Refuge.

depth is primarily

in control

controlling

Most ecologists

development

agree that water

of aquatic plant communities with these

zoned from shore outward (Weaver and Clements 1929, Oosting 1948, and
Penfound 1952).

Depth at which submerged aquatics

in deeper water areas by light

these submerged species
species.

penetration.

can grow is limited

As the water gets shallower

can be crcrwded out by floating

Sedge meadow, shrubs,

and finally

as shore lines build up through sedimentation

trees

leaf or emergert

can become established

and organic accumulations.

Dikes and water control systems of the refuge covered thousands
of acres with shallow stabilized

waters from Oto 24 inches deep.

only deep waters of the area were the channels and borrow pits.
14 years of inundation,

over 4 feet deep as light
bidity.

no vegetation
penetration

The
After

has developed in water areas
has been limited

by water tur-

Waters from 4 to 30 inches deep haw developed dense stands of
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submerged aquati~s

such as sago pondweed, widgeon grass,

and horned

pondweed.
:Emergent aquatics

such as alkali

bulrush hav~ become established
lines

and within irrigation

generally

bulrush,

cattail~

and hardstem

in · shallow water areas along shore

systems (figure

28).

Alkali bulrush is

found in the shallower water areas from Oto 10 inches deep,

but hardstem bulrush and cattail

haw spread into deeper waters up to

30 inches deep by underground rhizomes.
Emergent aquatics

have invaded most areas by reproduction

seed when the mud fiats

from

have been exposed by water fluctuations.

Spread from rhizomes has been slow but has progressed to completely
eowr many small pond areas with emergent aquatics.
haTe only spread along the shore lines

There is no reason to believe

However, emergents

of the larger lakes and ponds.

that emergent plants,

such as cattail,

could not cover all of the shallow waters at Ogden :Bay Refuge, but
this

would take an extremely long period of time if reproduction

dependent upon underground rhizomes.
as no repJ!Oduetion of cattail.
in those areas constantly

were

This would appear to be the case,

o.r any emergent from seed has been noted

covered with even a few inches of water

during the growing season.

Most of the water area pictured

27 and 28 was less than 12 inches deep; yet,
invaded the shallow shore areas after

emergent plants

in figure
had only

8 years of inundation.

Water Fluctuations ·
Fluctuation
factors

of water levels

in the establishment

established

as one of the three main

of marshes in Louisiana

and was the most important factor
roee 1941).

was listed

in the Illinois

(Penfound 1952),

River region (Bell-

It was also the key to the types of vegetation
at Ogden li3ay Refuge.

which were
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Stabilized

lakes and ponds produced conditions

growth of submerged and noating
pondweed, widgeon grass,

leaf aquatic

have persisted

the lakes were first

(figure

19). Sago

These stands of submerged

and even increased

vegetated

vaded submerged aquatic

plants

and horned pondweed soon covered the stabi-

lize-d lakes and ponds of Units 1 and 3.
aquatics

which favored the

in coverage from the time

1954. Emergent plants have

until

in-

plant beds in shallow waters along shore lines

of lakes and ponds.
Waters which nuctuated

slightly

to expose mud bottoms favored

the establishment

of emergent marsh plants

rush and cattail,

plants

vaded the irrigation
conditions.

which readily

(figure

21).

A]kali bul-

reproduce from seed,

soon in~

systems and shallow lake shore areas with these

Generally,

at Ogden Bay Refuge, stabilized

produced submerged aquatics,

shallow waters

while waters which fluctuated

slightly

produced emergent plants.
Wild millet,
established

sma.rtweed, and other duck food plants

in areas of extreme nuetuations

t.o.:,expose mud flats

perennial
plants
this

plants

or mud bars.

frequently

Generally,
in areas that

acreages

where the water receded

However, willows,

tarna.risk, and other

invaded and crowded out the duck food

under these conditions.
invasion . (figure

were often

Plot 1 presented

a good example of

11).

annual upland plants

such as bassia

and cocklebur grew

were fiooded only in the spring and fall.

of horned pondweed and widgeon grass made fair

However, vast
growths in .

areas that were fiooded for 3 months in the spring growing season but
were dry during the sununer months.
aquatic

plants

Ducks utilized

when they were refiooded

these dried submerged

during the fall

months.
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Water Table
Level of the water table

can influence

plant

ways.

At Ogden Bay Refuge, shallow water tables

factor

to the white salt

table

crusts

surraee

increases

Capillary

movenent of moisture to the

with decrease in water table

depth and is very

is less than 3 to 4 feet from the

(Kramer 1949). This moisture movement brings

surface

surface where it is concentrated
concentrations

of salt

. with the shallowest
surface

Plant species

are usually

adaptation
1940).

These salt
plant

to water-logged

soils

concentrations

growth (figure

on the soil.

32).

differ

in degrees of

1932).

Of the refuge plants

the water table was nearest

surface

the soil

5 inches).

eschanges
which were

was found in areas where
(water table depth in

Salt grass appeared to be next in tol-

erance of water in the root zone (water table

depth 2 to 36 inches).

wire rush, and other meadow plants
(water table

and a variety

therefore,

areas where rapid topographic

glasswort

nel banks and dike lines

depths

with l~w amounts of oxygen (Conway

not normally found growing in water,

sweetclover,

the highest

can determine the nature of vegetation,

are taking place (Braun-Blanquet

moist soil locations

therefore,

zoned according to water table

in marsh or stream delta

Sedges, spikerush,

to the soil

type are found below the water table;

of the water table

growing season Oto

salt

are found in those areas

This is because plant species

Soils of this

pecially

surface

water table.
or prohibit

on the refuge.

by evaporation;

on the soil

can inhibit

Water

less than 3 feet over

depths vary with the season but are usually

slow except where the water table

level

were a contributing

which accumulated in many areas.

nearly all of the refuge area.
soil

growth in a number of

with drier

also preferred

depth 4 to 24 inches).
soils

supported bassia,

of annuals (water table

Higher chanwhite

deptfi 2 to 5 feet),
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Greasewood, sagebrush,

and rabbitbrush

by refuge headquarters

(water table

were found on the higher ground

depth 3 to 10 feet).

Water Quality
Chemical nature ·of the water is an important
the general distribution
water (turbidity,
(Hoyle 1945).

of aquatic

silt,

etc.)

greatly

of the region.

salts

local

should be excellent
in most instances,

distribution

the waters of Ogden Bay

Thorne and Thorne (1951) classified
for the irrigation

crops in Utah, as the water was relatively

and sodium.

nature of the

as good for the growth of most aquatic

of the lower Weber River as suitable
cultural

influencing

and physical

influence

From a chemical standpoint,

Refuge could be classified
plants

plants,

factor

Waters which are suitable

the waters
of most agri-

low in soluble

for agricultural

crops

for the growth of marsh and a~uatic plants
can grow under more adverse conditions.

Weber River waters were undoubtedly a contributing
tion and ease of reduction

of soil

salinity

which,

These

factor

in the dilu-

which improved conditi ons

.for plant growth.
No measurements were taken of sediment or turbidity

Ogden Bay Refuge.

of waters on

Measurements by the U. S. Geolog::l.cal Survey on the

upper Weber River showed sediment oon~entrations

as high as 1,610 parts

per million with a mean of 221 parts

during the spring run-

off of 1951.

During these high spring run-off

sediment load is carried
foir the deposition
are deposited
areas,

per million

to the refuge beforethe

of suspended materials.

in the upper irrigation

periods,
current

systems and in shallow flooded

for one to see the bottom in ponds 2 feet deep.
keep the water turbid

slows enough

These suspended materials

and the waters reaching the lakes in the units

and other factors

mest of the

are clear enough

Water movements, carp,

in deeper channels.

This
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prohibits

plant

growth in these channels.

Return dr ainage flows, 'Nhich

are the only sunnner water supply, are relatively
growth is not restricted

by turbidity

clear so that plant

of the water supply during this

period.
Large quantities
organic industrial

of raw sewage from Ogden City aewers and untreated

wastes pollute

the waters entering

This waste can induce the rapid multiplication
which sharply lower the dissolved
asphyxial

level

for fishes

available

minerals

beneficial

effect

by bacterial

tributed

and chemical action,

pollution

which would have a

oxygen content of waters entering

over 1 part per million.

to the decay of raw sewage.

occurred on the refuge in late

to an

Tests by the Federal Public Health

that the dissolved

the refuge dropped to a little

frequently

1942); and it may be reduced to

on plant growth .

Service revealed

of aerobic bacteria

oxygen content,

(Brinely

Ogden Bay Refuge.

Heavy losses

This was at-

of fishes

have

summer months when decay and industrial

are at a maximum.

Production
The reduction

of botulism toxin is restricted

of the dissolved

could be a contributing
for toxin production .

factor

to anaerobic

conditions.

oxygen in the waters by sewage decay
in bringing

about conditions

favorable

Weight is added to this theory when it is noted

that heavy botulism losses

in ducks have taken place on all state

fowl refuges with sewage polluted

water sources but little

water-

or no losses

have been recorded on refuges where the water supply comes from clear
springs

on the area.

Plants

have made luxuriant

growths on the refuge .

leased through sewage decay could have been a factor
excellent

growth.·

However, proper sewage treatment

eliminate

the reduction

Nutrients

re-

to induce this
could largely

in oxygen and other toxic effects,

and waters
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of the lower Weber River made more productive
of the released
Silt

by the fertilizing

effects

plant nutrients.

Deposits
Silt

deposits

have built

After construction
were deposited

saline

of the dikes,

layers

of silt

area on the refuge.

up to 18 inches deep

along some channel banks (figure

11) and large sections

lands were covered with 2 to 3 inches of silt

of the flat
This silt

up much of the delta

deposit

flats,

layers

marsh plants.

of soil that were better

However, long term depositions

of the better
River delta

aided plant growth by building

(figure

up, over the former

suited
of silt

for the growth of
may fill

feeding areas of ducks or build up sections
to where it will be difficult

13).

in many

of the Weber

to flood the area.

Wave Action and Currents
Wave action
cal action

in open water can limit

or by increasing

the turbidity

bottoms (Martin and Uhler 1939).

growth in

can limit

for only a minor part of the

Strong spring floods on the refuge have. scoured some channel

bottoms to retard
effect

plant growth.

on the plant

time shift
greatest
dikes,

in waters with clay or mud

Strong currents

the same manner even though they prevail
year.

plant growth through mechani-

Wave actions

growth of shallow waters;

have had only a limited
although wind tides

waters to dry one end of large shallow lakes.
effect

has been in the destruction

of unsurfaced

and has made mandatory expensive graveling

the larger

some-

Wave action's
clay or dirt

of dike slopes around

lake areas.

§2i1 Texture

Soil texture

affects

plant growth both directly

Firm sand or gravel bottoms sometime limit
(Martin and Uhler 1939).

Soil texture

and indirectly.

the establishment

also affects

plant

of aquatics

growth by
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controlling

the rate of movement of water through the soil.

movement through a soil varies
finer

the state

mire 1947).

of division,

inversely

with the soil texture.

soluble

pendent upon water movement; therefore,
be slower in heavy clay soils

salts

were instrumental
the area.

in building

salts

deposits

would

sandy soils.

with clay,

up the generally

Reduction of soil salinity

allowed rapid vegetation

of soil

and more rapid in lighter

3and and silt

38).

in the soil is de-

leeching

Soils at Ogden Bay Refuge were stratified
(figure

The

the slower the rate of movement (Dauben-

Leeching of excessive

sand layers

Water

loam, and

of the Weber River
light

textured

soils

was rapid on these soils,

of even the most saline

of

and

barren areas.

Soil Salinity
Soil salinity

is one of the principal

growth on many areas of Utah.
plant

osmotic pressure
solution.
strata

on osmotic pressure

effect

increases

is increased,

attribute

decreased

resulting

thus limiting

soils

the soil;
be best

but the effect
predicted

sure of the soil

per million

of salt

from saturation
solution

to report

of the sue--

Some investigators

less important

salt

of specific
than the in-

(Magistad 1945).
concentration

of soil or percent

present
extract

is approximately

may

but generally

to toxic effects

from high osmotic pressure

such as parts

One salt

content of the soil

plant growth.

growth in saline

upon

of the soil

is reduced as osmotic pressure

It has been commonpractice
weight basis,

salt

salts

water.

than another,

but in most cases they are generally

hibition

marsh plant

of soluble

getting

with increasing

Water absorption

limiting

the osmotic pressure

so that the plant has difficulty

have greater

ions,

The main effect

growth is that of increasing

solution

factors

in a soil

mntent

on plant

conductivity.

on a
in

growth can

Osmotic pres-

equal to 36 percent

of the
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Figure

38.

Soil profile
at Ogden Bay ·Refuge showing the
interspersed
layers of sand and clay which are
typical i>r the area
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conductivity

in millimhos (Richards 1954). The large nwnber of soil

samples which were taken each year at Ogden Bay Refuge made determination of saturation
stead,

extract

conductivity

more rapid salinity

of a 1:5 soil-water

tests

economically unfeasible.

In-

were employed by using conductivity
The 1:5 soil-water

suspension.

suspension was

preparecl 1 by mixing 50 grams of air dry soil with 250 c.c. of distilled
water.

Effects

ductivity,
salinity

of salinity

can be better

that the 1:5 results

but it was felt
trends and relative

the refuge.

salt

tolerance

At the end of the studies,

soil-water

suspension conductivities

methods shows a close lin~ar

ance ratings
plant

provides

39).

relative

The saturation

concentration,

and Peterson 1949).
and plants
the salty

and

1:5

that the
salt toler-

changes in relation

extract

conductivities

to
were

differem.ce between plant species
but estimating

Water logged soils

so it is difficult

and tolerance

tlbis tolare often

to distinguish

of water in the root zone (Thorne

Only the surface

is extremely salty

in some areas

are kept out because seeds cannot genninate when laying on
surface.

Dilution

of the surface salinity

surface waters often allows the germination

by roots penetrating

to low salt

by spring rains or

of plants

and they continue to grow, even when the surface
salty,

of

than the 1:5 conductivities.

erance is complicated by many factors.

between salt tolerance

extract

which would indicate

to the amount of salt tolerated,

areas of high salt

for the plants

both saturation

salinity

There are no doubt considerable

with respect

ratings

A graphic comparison of these two

relation

on the average 8.9 times larger

con-

would give yearly soil

enough accuracy to give relative

for plantsand

growth (figure

by saturation

were obtained for all soil samples

taken on study pl.ots and transects.

1:5 conductivity

predicted

layers

concentration

in these areas
again gecome
areas in the soil
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zones beneath.
tions

There is also extreme variation

throughout the year.

same soil station
late

varied

zone.

in mind, numerous samples were taken to

salt

tolerance

ratings

Jmre during the peak of the growing sea.son.

the study pl'Ots at this time each year.
species

area (table

for a number of marsh

All of the samples were taken in early

growing at the refuge.

plant

Samples were also taken on

Tolerance extremes for the

were not found but relative

ratings

were found for this

of soil

salinity

4).

Alkali bulrush was the most tolerant
gent plant species tested.

This was followed by cattail.

was low on the soil surface

and increased

emergent marsh plants
0£

salt

in the soil

were growing.
surface

layers

plant

This was attributed

concentration

was

creased in the lower soil layers.
soil layers where these plants

Soil salinity

to the dilution

by the water which covered the soil.

This was followed by salt grass,
group, salt

of the emer-

with soil depth in areas where

Glasswort appeared to be the most salt
plants.

for the

from 1.33 in the early spring to 8.10 in the

With the above factors

plants

concentra-

At Ogden Bay Refuge, conductivities

summer in the soil surface

determine the relative

between salt

tolerant

of the terrestrial

then bassia.

highest

In the terrestrial

on the soil

Salt was concentrated

surface

then de-

in the upper

were growing by transpiration

and evap-

oration · from shallow water tables.
Growths of each plant type were reduced when soil
ed the maximum, and more luxuriant

growths were found when soil

was at a minimum. However, in observations
wort and alkali
petition

of plant

approachsalinity

succession,

glass-

bulrush were soon crowded out by the more vigorous

of saltgrass

more favorable

salinity

and cattail

when conditions

for the growth of the latter

became less saline

species.

comand
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Table 4.

Salt Tolerance of Plants at Ogden Bay Refuge as Indicated by
the Minimum, Maximum,and Mean Millimhos Conductivity of 1:5
Soil Suspensions for Soil Samples Taken at 4 Depths for 10
Stations in Each Abundant Plant Species - June 1948

Species of Plant

Millimhos Conductivity
For Each Soil DeEth

Statistic

0"-3"

3"-6" -

611-12 11

12"-24"

EMERGENT
MARSH
PLANrS
Alkali bulrush

Min.
Mean
Max.
Min.

Cattail

Hean

Max.
Min.

lfardstem bulrush

Mean
Max.
Min.

Commonthree-square

Mean
Max.
Min.

Rice cutgrass

Mean
Max.

.74*
1.88
4.00

.80
2.74
6.90

.59
3.02
7.60

.30
3.77
8.00

.24
1.05
1.65

.16
1.51
4.00

.18
2.08
5.00

.18
3.55
8.00

.24
.92
1.98

.15
.79
1.65

.22
.80
1.95

.26
.91
1.89

.25
.83
1.70

.21
.68
2.12

.21
.56
1.95

.20
.62
1.60

.18
.57
1.33

.12

.13
.41
.95

.12

.44
1.10

1.26
6.20
10.50

.26
.55

TERRESTRIALPLANI'S
Min.

Glasswort

Mean
Max.
Min.

Saltgrass

Mean
Max.
Min.

Bassia

Mean

Max.
Min·.

Wild Millet

Mean

Max.

Min-.
Nodding smartweed

Mean

Max.

*

.71

.74
11.62
18.50

7.37
10..10

.97
6.02
10.00

1.21
5.86
15.00

.61
3.36
7.60

.36
3.11
5.14

.58
3.23 ·
5.64

.85
1.65
3.10

.61
1.90
3.70

.36
2.79
4.20

.58
4.54
6.50

.16
,.55
1.46

.10
._41
1.10

1.83

3.25

.16
.54
1.15

.10
.36
.71 .

.11
.35
..64

.16
.37
.96

.11

••'J?

.12

.n

Percent salt in the air dry soil at Ogden Bay Refuge is roughly equal
to millimhos conductivity of the 1:5 soil-water suspension multiplied
by O.J.
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Marsh plants

at Ogden Bay Refuge generally

well beyond the range of agricultural
saturation

extract

conductivities

crops.

suspension

Alkali bulrush,

conductivities

glasswort,

well above the survival

saltgrass,

agricultural

cutgrass

of 1.68 and 0.90 on the refuge.
and bassia

grow in salinities

range of crops; and cattail

salinity

of the surface

zones was an important

was reduced, plants

on the refuge.

When surf ace

germinated and were readily

such as glasswort

and saltgrass,

in the de-

factor

established.

which had high surface

when measured in June, needed low surface salinity

early spring when the seeds germinated and growth started.
and Wadleigh (1949) found that under saline
gennination
ability

smart-

Wild.millet,

would be classed along with salt tolerant

and growth of marsh plants

Even plants
salinity

and hardstem bul-

crops.

Salinity
nlopment

and no crops do

This would correspond to 1:5

rush do well in ranges where crops do not do well.
weed, and rice

soil salinity

No crops survive when

exceed 15 millimhos

well above 8 millimhos (Richards 1954).
soil-water

tolerate

and seedling

conditions,

growth, is especially

critical,

of a given plant to germinate and establish

quently the limiting

factor

in the

Hayward

the first

phase,

since the

a seedling

is fre-

in establishment.

Plant Nutrients
Plant nutrients
plants

are rarely

on fiood plains

accumulations

a factor

(Penfound 1952).

plU'S disso1'9ed nutrients

abundance of plant nutrients
River Refuge indicated

Decay of sewage and organic
of the water supply provide an

to Ogden Bay Refuge.

that aquatic plants

where organic matter was built

nished the nitrogen

in the development of marsh

available

Studies at Bear

made better

up in the soil-the

growth in areas

decay of which fur-

for plant use (Jensen 1939).

Organic
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matter was also a factor
favorable

for plant

in building

growth.

Plants,

up lighter

soils

which were more

once established,

made very rank

and healthy growths on Ogden Bay Refuge; which would indicate
nutrients

were not limiting

factors

for this

that plant

area.

Soil J:!i
Alkaline

soils,

which are indicated

growth by depressing

the availability

ion may be sufficient

to be toxic,

through dispersion
saturated
yet,

soil

of plant nutrients,

plant

or the hydroxyl

or it may make a soil impermeable

and puddling (Hayward and Wadleigh 1.949).

The pH of

samples taken at Ogden Bay Refuge varied from 7.4 to 8.9;

there was no limitation

pondweed, smartweed, alkali
in both the highest
cies tested

by high pH, may limit

of plant growth in this
bulrush,

range of pH. Sago

and saltgrass

ma.de vigorous growth

and lowest areas of soil pH.

All of the plant spe-

were able to grow over the wide range of pH in the soils

c€

the refuge.
Numerous tests

of soil pH among the important . marsh plan.ts at the

refuge also indicated

no correlation

between growth of different

species

and soil pH. It has been demonstrated on other areas that plants
their

own optimum, minimum, and maximumpH values,

not as directly

related

lead one to believe

to plant growth as its

but pH is probably

close correlation

may

(Daubenmire 1947).

Soil pH increased

on many areas when the salinity

reduced, but soil p1l apparently
or growth of plants

have

rad little

effect

of the soil was

upon the distribution

on the refuge.

Plant Competitiom
Competition occurs when plants
or light

make demands for nutrients,

in excess of supply (Penfound 1952).

water,

In marshland at Ogden

Bay Refuge there is probably no competition for water or nutrients

as
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there is enough of those fact0rs
plants

to meet the demand; therefore,

the

compete mainly for light.
A plant may be limited

from growing in an area by 8.'U.Ch
.factors

high salinity,.

water depth, and waterlogged soils.

are eliminated,

the plant can invade a new area.

ous in the competition
growing

on the area.

into an area until

for light,

When these factors
If it is more vigor-

it will crowd out plants

An e:xam.plewould be saltgrass

water table depth increases

as

already

which does not come

and salinity

is reduced.

Glass-wort, the plant already growing on the area, is overshadowed and
crowded out by saltgrass

through competition

rush is crowded out by cattail

in · their

saltgraes,

top growth which allow the plants

and hardstem bulrush are aided
by vigorous rootstocks . and rank

to make strong growth in the spring

and overshadow other species before the latter

so they are usually

is

of cattail.

oompetition with other plants,

Annuals such as wild millet

Alkali bul-

in the same manner, when salinity

reduced to allow the establishment
Plants such as cattail,

for light.

can become established.

and smartweeds do not have this

advantage,

found on newly fonned mud bars and exposed areas

where they do not haft

to compete during the early growth states.

Muskrats and Plant Growth
Muskrats may become so abundant in a given locality

that they con-

sume all of their

food supply and transform an emergent marsh into a

shallow sou~like

pond that is devoid of vegetation

(Lynch, et al.,

1947). Increase in the abundance of plant cover on the refuge brought
a large increase

in the n~bers

muskrat populations
food supply.
vegetation

of muskrats; however, trapping

held

at a level where they did not consume all of their

Local areas ~dth high muskrat populations

were cleared of

but this was replaced by new growths the following year.
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Muskrats served to clear sections
homes and runways (figure
up by this
fowl.

activity

40).

in building

of vegetation

their

Dense stands of vegetation '.were broken

so that they were more fully utilized

by water-

Muskrats also dug and deepened numerous runways during periods

of drought (figure

42.) These runways irrigated

large sections

of marsh

in dry seasons and served as escape lanes and passages for duck broods
at other periods of the year.
of Waterfowl 2!!. Plant Growth

Effect

Lynch, et al.,

(1947) reported

into oozy mud through their

geese

converting

feeding activities.

emergent marsh areas

No damage to emergent

was noted at Ogden Bay Refuge, although 2,000 to 3,000 snow geese

plants

concentrated

for feeding on the Unit 3 alkali

Ducks and swans make extensive

In their

area.

search for tubers,

bulrush marshes each year.

use of the sago pondweed beds of the
numerous small holes 2 to 6 inches

deep and 2 to 3 feet in diameter are excavated in the mud bottoms of the
lakes.

Ducks excavate these holes in shallow water areas while swans

utilize

the deeper water areas.

These excavations

o-f the bottom areas when the lakes were drained

were noted over most

during the winter months.

trnbroken stands of pondweed covered these excavation

areas when growth

started

no damage to the

the following

summer, so there was evidently

sago pondweed growth.
Q!n2. !!!9_ Plant Growth

Carp root for insect
This activity
that

frequently

completely eliminates

also uprooted,

larvae and other foods in soft bottom soils.
creates

a permanent turbidity

submerged aquatic vegetation.

but the most detrimental

which exclude the sunlight

effect

of the water
Plants are

is from roiled

(Martin and Uhler 1939).

waters
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Figure

.39. Relation between conductivity

of saturation extract and 1:5
suspension for the same soil
sampl.es which were taken on ·
study plots and transects at
Ogden Bay
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• Figure

40.

lfuskrats open up cattail stands by gathering
large amounts of material for houses

•

Figure 41.

Canada geese make extensive use of muskrat
houses for nesting platforms

Figure 42.- lfuskrats dig deep runways to keep water in marsh areas

during periods

of drought

Carp damage to p-lant growth was confined to the borrow pits
jacent deep waters on Ogden Bay Refuge.

and ad-

Carp were concentrated

in

these areas because most of the l~ke areas were too shallow to permit
extensive

carp activity.

longed turbidity
materials

when there was rooting

soon settled

detrimental

The sandy nature of the soils

effects

from the water.

in an area because the suspended
This eliminated

some of the

of carp activity.

Carp population

increases

were restricted

so their

became large enough to cause ext.ensive plant damage.
lations

prevented pro-

numbers never
These fish popu-

were kept in cheek by winter drainage which reduced water areas

from 3,000 to approximately

115 acres; by commercial seiners

moved carp while they were confined to the limited
pelicans,

cormorants,

and other fish-eating

water area;

birds.

and by

Although carp

damage has been kept in check on the refuge by population
and other factors,

who re-

restrictions

damage to plant growth along borrow pit areas in-

dicates . that an uncontrolled

population

could cause extensive

damage.

Grazing }?z Livestock
Extensive
plant

grazing of the east side of Ogden Bay Refuge cropped

cover to ground level prior to the area t.s acquisition

State.

This area was fenced and cattle

excluded after

in 1943, except for a lease for a few head of cattle
then made a phenomenal growth.
valuable

duck food plants

Wild millet,

increased

by the

its acquisition
one year.

Plants

smartweeds, and other

in abundance and in seed produc-

tion on areas where they ha.cl.been held back by grazing.

Ducks did not

nest when this a rea was heavily grazed but soon utilized

the dense

stands of ~getation

produced when grazing was eliminated.

is thought that the damage grazing might inflict

To date,

would more than out-

weigh the value it might create in breaking up dense stands of cattail.

:it

~atural

Y§.• Artificial

Plant Propagation

Marsh and aquatic
within the natural
forces.

plants

limits

such as hardstem bulrush

scattered

Another factor

tive to a given locality
specific

distributed

habitat

efficiently

requirements

through natural

which propagate mainly by root-

(Martin 1946).

by seeds and other parts

other agents.

carried

These plants

are

by water, wind, birds,

to consider is that plants

and

which arena-

are probably best adapted to the conditions

of

habitat.

Plantings
clover,

of their

Exceptions to this are plants

stoeks,

that

are generally

of Japanese millet,

nodding smartweed, white sweet-

and hardstem bulrush were tried

these plantings

were unsuccessful,

at Ogden Bay Refuge.

either

because they would not genni-

nate or because they would not continue to grow after
Smartweeds did not germinate.
had to be replanted
ground of the dikes,

Japanese millet

each year.

one planting.

made sparse growth but

White sweetclover

grew on the higher

but it was also growing naturally

tions.

Hardstem bulrush plantings

cessful

and served to eliminate

areas once they were established

Some of

from rootstocks

in these situa-

were the most suc-

encroachment of cattail

into planting

• •

Over 99 percent of the plant growth on the refuge was established
through natural
growth.

means when conditions

Alkali bulrush started

were made favorable

growth after

only one year of flood-

ing; sago pondweed covered pond and lake areas;
millet

are found in abundance on the area.

food plants

were established

by natural

and smartweeds and wild

All of these valuable

are changed to ·allow their

duck

means without plantings.

It is apparent that plants will propagate naturally
ditions

for their

growth.

whenever con-

The best use of plantings

is to start
plants

more desirable

take over.

plants

in an area before the less desirable

aa

CHANGES
IN ANIMAL
POPULATIONS

Waterfowl censuses,

harvest

figures,

and other studies

have pro-

vided a record of the changes brought about by plant development and
improvement of habitat
are spotty but later
phenomenal increase

at Ogden Bay Refuge.

Some of the early records

records provide a fairly

accurate

in waterfowl and other use of this

picture

of the

area.

Waterfowl Nesting Populations
Figure 43 gives the breeding pairs of ducks and geese as counted
by a complete census of the refuge each spring.
census is limited
populations.
increase
uges,

Breeding populations

from 1941 to 1948.

Intensive

similarly

of the trend in breeding

at Ogden Bay Refuge ma.de a great

Breeding populations

with a more mature plant

Nesting studies
area.

but gives a good picture

The accuracy of the

on other state

cover did not increase

indicate

an increase

coverage of the entire

nests and 126 duck nests in 1941.

ref-

during this

in productivity

period.

of the

refuge yielded only 20 goose

Yet, in 1948, more duck and goose

nests were found on only 200 acres of Unit 1.
A decline
is indicated

in the refuge breeding population
by figure 43, has been attributed

there was a large increase

and duck kill

First,
in this

of the local breeding population.

there was a maturing of habitat

during this period,

spersed annual plants were replaced by solid
tation

to two factors.

in hunting pressure

period which took a heavy toll

in 1949 and 1950, which

that were not as attractive

in which inter-

stands of perennial

for nesting.

Secamd,

vege-

I
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Figure 43. Estimated breeding pairs of ducks
and geese at Ogden Bay Refuge 1941 ~o 195.3
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Migrant Waterfowl Use
Little
struction,
plants

is knol>lllof the number of migrant ·waterfowl prior

to con-

but development of large acreages of such excellent

food

as sago pondweed undoubtedly attracted

more ~raterfowl to the

refuge.
Large concentrations

of ducks were shown to exist

census of the refuge which started

5).

(table

The largest

shes in the fall.

a peak prior

in 1949 and continued through 1952

number of ducks concentrate

These birds usually

to the fall

by a semimonthly

on the refuge mar-

begin .arriving

hunting season.

in July and reach

Lakes and ponds freeze over

in December and force most of the birds from the area.
tion

of ducks to the north usually

April.
fall

Spring concentrations
-flight

Spring migra-

takes place in February,

March, and

are smaller in numbers than during the

as birds pause for only a short period on their

migration

north but feed on the area for one or two months during the southward
movement.

Summer popu:tations consist

of breeding adults

and the young

produced on the area.
Other Birds
Large numbers o·f shore and water birds

Bay Refuge for nesting
species

and migration

can be found in appendix table

Colonies of glossy ibis
thousands,
refuge.

nested in a joint

A partial

list

of these

2.

and Franklin

1s

gull,

numbering in the

comnrunity prior to development of the

Glossy ibis have established

stands of vegetation

stops.

other than ducks use Ogden

several

new colonies

in the dense

which have developed in recent years,

but Franklin's

gull numbers have remained stable.
California
have increased

gulls were not nesting
in several

on the refuge prior

to 1942 but

large colonies which numbered over 15, 000

9Q

Table 5.

Semimonthly Census of Ducks and Geese at Ogden Bay Refuge 1949 to 1952
YEAR

Date
January 15
January 30
February 15

Febrl,la.ry~8
March l5
March 30
April 15

30
May 15
May 30
June 15
June .30
July 15
July 30
August 15
August 30
April

September 15
September 30
October 15
October 30
November 15
November 30
December 15
December 30

12~2

1220

250
276
1,208

796
6o3
12,940
lt.3,.327
22,975

,,i.1s

21,854
21,448
l0,389
7,335
4,982
5,411
21,227
28,558
49,570
51,225
57,461
146,247
212,589
300,697
376,667
336,080
337,201
285,431
101.,125
931

~4,844

8,505
-4, 665
4,580
4,700
17,439
59,197
58,434
.35,071
40,824
80,227
143,970
283,041
303,199
.3.30,778
247,613
207,880
149,347
68,532

1221
64,135
9,015
5,584
9,758
12,155
27,.'.391
14,591
12,487
4,414 ·
4,608
5,591
7,834
8,194
35,537
36,039
41,930
153,435
334,887
415,652
297,412
225,61.3
195,210
67,71.3
7,424

1222
7,216
14,901
19,406
6,507
66,255
22,983
23,588
8,.311
8,685
7,081
13,679
1.3,485
10,266
17,754
164,.357
867,115
536,132
422,836
345,163
2.36,578
179,723
51,.350
31,056
19,1.33

I
nesting

in 1953. These birds formerly nested on the islands

adults

Great Salt Lake but many have transferred
elevated

qike lines

of the refuge,

these birds
threat

has brought an increase

gulls destroyed

populations

Well over a million

of this

Inof

In 1948, California

on the refuge.
pause in their

phalaropes

migration

to gather

at Ogden Bay Refuge

dowitchers

are also a

in summer.

Increasing

numbers of pheasants have been attracted

cover and bounteous food supply of the refuge.
have increased,

to the dense

Nesting populations

and numbers of birds now roost in the dense refuge

and feed on surrounding

have been harvested

farmlands.

From 55 to 75 cocks

each year on the area which is open to shooting.

Avocets and black-necked
variety

them

and poses a serious

area.

summer. Large flocks of long-billed

vegetation

is offered

in the predation

in tremendous flocks on the shallow lake fringes

commonsight

to the

15.5 percent of all the eggs laid in 280 duck nests

which were under observation

in early

sites

food supply on the farmlands.

on duck eggs and young ducklings,

to the nesting

nesting

where protection

and where they are closer to their
crease in gull nesting

their

of

of other marsh birds.

stilts

are commonnesters

There is little

along with a

question that the nest-

ing and migrant use by this wide array of birds has increase d through
the development of Ogden Bay Refuge.
Waterfowl Harvest
A portion

of Ogden Bay Refuge has been opened to hunting every

year since 1941. Unit 3 has been closed as a refuge area and the remaining lands have been opened to public hunting.
within short driving
state

distance

Location of the area

of the major population

has made the area attractive

centers

to local waterfowl hunters.

of the
A

92
total

of 5,171 hunters was checked from this

this,

hunter use declined

to reach a peak of 25,562 hunters

increased

follo~ed the same pattern

ly climbing to an all-time

at a tremendous rate

in 1953.

to 7,634 in 1946, and final-

of 33,544 in 1953.

high kill

The hunter success as measured by duck kill
clined each year,

as a result

44);

as hunter use (figure

at 12,354 in 1941, then declining

starting

reaching a low of 3,940 in

in the war years,

1944. After the war, hunting pressure

Duck kill

area in 1941. Following

of the increase

per man day, has de-

in hunting pressure.

Hunters averaged 3.2 ducks per man day in 1942, but this

had declined

to 1.31 ducks per day in 1953.

I

Muskrats
No census of muskrats was attempted but harvest
trends

in the population.

lations

Prior to dike construction,

were so low on the refuge that

Numbers remained so few that trapping
of 1945. Trapping was by selected
trapper

few trappers

indicate

muskrat popuused the area.

was not started

trappers

figures

until

the spring

on ananaged basis.

Each

was assigned an area with a quota of muskrats to harvest.

Harvest quotas were determined from winter house counts of the refuge.
After 1949, house counts indicated

that trappers

with the buildup in muskrat populations,
lowed to harvest

all muskrats possible
trapping

pressure,

were not keeping pace

so selected
from their

trappers

assigned areas.

with this

increased

enlarge.

The Department opened the , refuge to public trapping

which brought a large increase

The take of muskrats has increased
exception

of 1952 when trappers

because of a decline

muskrat populations

in trapping

~ven

continued to
in 1953,

pressure.

each year (figure

were reluctant

in fur price.

were al-

44), with the

to oontinue operations

Opening the refuge to public trapping

I
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Figure

41+. Harvest

of ducks and muskrats

at

Ogden Bay Refuge - 1941 to 1953
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greatly

augmented t he muskrat harvest.

tinued to rise in spite
larger

harvests

of greater

each year.

Muskrat popul ation s have con-

trapping

pressure

and have produced

Rise in muskrat populations

the expansion in coverage of muskrat food plants

coincided with

such as cattail.

Other Mammals
An ample food supply adjacent

dike lines

proved attractive

to skunks .

o~ that they were destroying
a poisoning
Weasels,

along elevated

In 1942, they became so numer-

large numbers of duck eggs.

campaign was started

another predator,

to good den sites

which has held their

have also increased.

At this time,

numbers in check.

They kill

fairly

large numbers of young ducks and female ducks on the nest.
• Beaver, badger, coyote, monnot, deer, and a few other large mammals have been seen occasionally

on the area. · Large populations

small mammals (mice, gophers, etc.)
marshlands.

are also distributed

over the

of

I

EOTULISM
LOSSES

Losses of waterfowl to botulism were not eliminated
opments at Ogden Bay Refuge.
to botulism;
sible

Every year, at least

however, a flexible

wn,ter-control

a few ducks succumb

system has ma.de it pos-

to keep botulism losses at much lower levels

enced during the early history

of the bay area.

o,f 25,375 ducks occurred in 1942.
the refuge was first
moderate levels

flooded.

(table

by the devel-

than those experiA relatively

This was a drouth year · shortly

6).

or simply released

in protected

situations

with botu-

with fresh

Good recovery of birds was obtained by both methods.

running water.

The rescue and treatment

of sick birds was probably a factor

helped keep botulism losses
The heaviest
ber 15.

after

Losses since that time have been hel.d at

After 1951, thousands of ducks were rescued and treated
lism antitoxin

high loss

which

low during 1951 and 1952.

botulism losses took place between August 15 and Octo-

A few sick and dead birds were also noted each year when the

ice was leaving the area and when high flood waters were passing through
the units.

These early spring losses

ly associated

are unusual as botulism is normal-

with hot weather and stagnant

the toxin produced during heavy fall
winter in a latent

state,

waters.

outbreaks might be carried

and again made available

the ice breaks up and when the bottom mud is stirred
Evidently
proportion

this

toxin is not very virulent

of the afflicted

ducks die.

It is thought that
over

to waterfowl when
by flood waters.

in the spring,

as only a small

Ducks, geese, shorebirds,
flicted

coots,

with botulism on the refuge.

was usually

in direct

proportion

grebes,

gulls,

and hawks were af-

Species composition of duck losses

to the population

refuge during the botulism season.

of the species

For example, pintail

were the most

numerous duck in the botulism season and made up the largest
the botulism losses.

However, losses

sometimes high in relation

of shoveller

to refuge populations.

on the

portion

of

and other birds were
This might indicate

that these birds had feeding habits which took them into areas with a
high incidence
gesting

of toxin where they would have a greater

the toxin and getting

sick.

Losses of Ducks to Botulism at Ogden Bay Refuge - 1942 to 1952

Table 6.

Late Sununer
and Fall Losses

Winter and Early
S12ring Losses

Year

1942

l.943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

25,000
1,250
2,239

25,375*
1,750
2,3]4

12

770
999
4,327
5,762
875
3,861
2,687

782
999
4,342
5,887
1,175

300
I2

195
were estimated

All evidence indicates
lism losses
control

from a partial

3,873

2,882

pickup of dead birds.

that there will be continued moderate botu-

eveey year at Ogden Bay Refuge-at

methods are developed.

least

The present

supply, which is widely spread for the production
produces botulism conditions.
further

Total

375
500
75
0
15
125

Botulism losses

tive

chance of in-

reduce botulism losses,

An increased

until

limited

more effecsummer water

of max:fmumhabitat,

water supply could possibly

but this will be difficult

to develop.

....I

SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS

1.

Ogden Bay Refuge was developed between 1939 and 1948 on the

Weber River delta on flat,

unbroken lake bottom lands which were form-

erly under a bay of Great Salt Lake.

The refuge encompasses 13,700

acres.

deeded .355.8 acres to the State

The Weber Wildlife

Federation

purchased 914.7 acres.

and the Fish and GameDepartment later
maining acreage consisted
Department.

of State lands acquired at no cost to the

Development was initiated

with the help of the Civilian
vey (now the U.
funds.

s.

The re-

by the Fish and GameDepartment

Conservation

Fish and Wildlife

Corps,

Service),

u.

S. Biologl.cal Sur-

and finally

Federal Aid

To dat~, upwards of $500,000.00 have been spent in the develop-

ment and maintenance of the refuge.
2.

Several major factors

limited

plant growth and waterfowl use

on the Ogden Bay Refuge area prior to development.
of importance:

They were _in order

The water supply had been so reduced by irrigation

(1)

and other uses that it was confined during most of the growing season
to deep channels and a small marsh on the Weber River delta.
sonal fluctuations
but stagnated

of the Weber River flooded nesting

of Great Salt Lake repeatedly

refuge area with salt water, impregnating the soils

level

Sea-

in the spring

to produce a botulism trap for waterfowl in the summer.

,3) Periodic fluetuations

troying

sites

(2)

the vegetation.

in some sections;

waterfow::L food supply.

covered the

with salt and des-

(4) Overgrazing cropped vegetation near ground
thus preventing

nesting use and reducing the

J. Prior to development, an estimated 90 percent of the refuge
area was barren salt
losses

Botulism losses were extreme, with lmown

30,000 ducks in a year.

exceeding

lations

flat.

Duck and goos nesting popu-

were low.

4. Ogden Bay Refuge was developed to overcome some of the problems
which had restricted

waterfowl use.

The general plan consists

of rais-

ing the water out of the deep channels by the use of dikes and headgates.
The water is then respread several

times through a series

system dikes to produce numerous shallow streams,
Several larger

lakes are finally

ponds, and potholes.

impounded by the main unit dikes.

Large channels by-pass flood waters around nesting
livestock

areas.

the refuge since construction

tuations

started;

while intensive

of some plant development factors

study plots

6.

Grazing by

has been eliminated.

5. Records have been maintained on major ecological

effects

of irrigation

studies

on the

have been underway on special

since 1946.

Irrigation

systems provided shallow water with slight

which favored the germination

marsh plants

changes at

from seed.

and establishment

Sparsely vegetated

soon developed dense stands of alkali

plots

of emergent

in irrigation

bulrush and cattail.

growth.

systems

Tbis system

also produced deeper ponds and streams that were interspersed
out the emergent plant

fluc-

through-

These pond and stream areas permanently

covered by water during the growing season produced stands of muskgrass,
homed pondweed, and sago pondweed; and prevented the establishment

of

emergent plant seedlings.

7. Plots established
during the spring and _fall,
the 6 year study.

on flood plains,
changed little

which were inundated only
in vegetative

cover during

Willows crowded out smartweeds and other annuals on

I

II

II

l

-

--

- - --

I
99

a channel bank area that was built

up by silt

deposits.

Ba.ssia in-

creased in abundance on another plot on which 2 to 3 inches of silt

deposited.

Silt

deposits

on the flood plains,

study plots were established,
of good soil.

8.

both before and after

covered barren saline

fiats

the

with a layer

This layer of good soil enhanced the growth of horned

pondweed l-lhile the flats
the fiats

were

were flooded in the spring,

and bassia wen

were dry in the summer.
Marsh vegetation

North Transect

in ·ereased in abundance and coverage on the

which had a constant water supply during the 6 year study.

There was a decrease in coverage and density

of plant

South Transect where the water supply was greatly
zoned in relation

to water depth and soil

cover along the

reduced.

salinity

Plants were

along the South Tran-

sect.

9.

■

I

I

I

I

Rapid changes in plant cover have occurred since the develop-

ment of Ogden Bay Refuge.
barren ground greatly

On the refuge,

decreased;

in permanent stable
widgeon grass,

as a whole, the acreage of

upland plant areas remained constant;

and emergent and submerged aquatics

alkali

I

greatly

waters was first

increased.

muskgrass, then horned pondweed,

In semi- stabilized

and sago. pondweed.

Plant succession

bulrush was followed by cattail

shallow waters,

and hardstem bulrush.

Plants

were zoned in upland areas from barren ground to channel bank as follows:

barren salt

flats,

glasswort,

saltgrass,

sedges, and finAl J~·

willows or annuals on the channel bank.
10.

The major physical

factors

affecting

Refuge were water depth, water fluctuations,
salinit

y.
ll .

other physical

factors

Water depth prevented

channels where water turbidity

plant growth at Ogden Bay
water table depth, and soi~

had minor influence

on plant growth.

plant growth in deep borrow pits
prevented light

penetration.

and

In shallower

I

lQQ
areas of permanently flooded lakes,
aquatics.
aquatics

In the still

shallower frings

Mi.nor water fluctuations

the germination

produced conditions

of emergent aquatics

to submerged

areas of the lake,

made the best growth.

12.

millet

growth was restricted

I

faovrable

in shallow water areas,

and smartweeds along channel banks and mudbars.

fluctuations
bassia.

and wild

Major season al

However, if there was prolonged spring flooding,

Plant species differed

so there was a typical

also increased

and excessive

salt

areas.
in tolerance

as water table

concentrations

the osmotic pressure

had difficulty

cause germination

surface,

on plant growth was that of
so that the plant

On one study plot waters of Great

Salt Lake impregnated the soil with excessive
of the soil

depth.

approached the soil

of the soil solution

in gettin,g water.

Salinity

of water in the root zone

prevented plant growth.

14. The main ef.fect of soil salinity
increasing

horned pond-

plant zonation according to water table

Soil salinity

tation.

for

produced only stands of annuals such as cocklebur and

weed was produced on some mud flat
13.

emergent

surface

and establishment

salt

and killed

all vege-

zones was the most important be-

of seedlings

'WB.S

a critical

stage

which had to take place on the soil surface.

Flooding water over the

soil surface on the study plots

rapidly

ity but there was no correlation
15.

Waters of good quality

of the light

penneable soils

released

reduced the salin-

between plant growth and soil pH.
for plant growth reduced the salinity

on the refuge.

with sewage and at times carried
produce conditions

and tr ansects

a heavy silt

for the production

This water was contaminated
load.

Sewage

of botulism toxin,

helped to

but nutrients

from sewage decay might have been an aid to plant growth.

I

Silt

covered and destroyed

deposits

and allowed p]ant growth on former saline

16.
plant

good plant beds in some areas,

The most important biotic

competition.

Cattail

factor

pl.ant growth was

vigorous perennial

overshadowed and cro"Wdedout less vigorous plants

up

areas.

affecting

and saltgrass,

but built

·:w taking

plants,
most of the

I

light.

17. Animal actions hav.e locally
cropped plants

plant growth.

affected

Grazing

to ground le-vel prior to development of the refuge.

produced minor damage to plant growth in borrow pit areas by their
ing activity.
sections

Waterfowl did not damage plant growth.

of vegetation

proved beneficial
18.
tablished
ment.

in building

Practically
naturally

when conditions
at artificial

as the best for nesting

19. Waterfowl

by irrigation

Muskrats cleared

■

I

variety

at Ogden Bay Refuge became es-

were changed to allow their
propagation
of plants

birds increased
plant edge effect.

-i

on the refuge are rated

I

region.

responded remarkably to this

tTse by nesting

develop-

were mostly failures.

and food supply in this

because of the interspersed
was multiplied

feed-

houses and runways, but this

their

all of the plants

A few attempts

s,over.

Carp

to waterfowl by opening up dense stands of vegetation.

The abundant and excellent

plant

-

I

abundant increase

II

in

over 500 percent partially
This productive

zone

ten fold over the former simple lake fringe vegetation
systems which produced a myriad of channels,

and ponds among a wide variety

of interspersed

vegetation.

potholes,
Migrant duck

use reached a peak of 867,000 in the fall.
20.

Hunter harvest

hurrters who killed

and use has increased

to a maximum of 25,562

33,544 ducks in ' 1953. Muskrat harvest was over

12,500 in the spring of 1954.

■

102

21.

Cattail

out better

has increased

coverage in recent years and crowded

duck food plants-notably

smartweed.

alkali

Although not too serious

to control

cattail

expansion.

bulrush,

at present,

efforts

'Whenareas were dried and salt

creasing
of this

restricted

has increased

This
se-g-

of the area.

tremendously to take an inPerhaps too large a segment

studied and, if necessary,

local kill

This trend
curbed by

hunter use.

23. The only limitation
present,

small portions

has been from the local breeding population.

should be carefully

was killed

as the presence of small water control

number of waterfowl each year.
kill

Cattail

accumulated on the soil surface.

ments on the refuge provide a means of drying
Hunting pressure

should be made

should be made to prevent re-

duction in water level during the growing season.

22.

and

Reproduction from seed is dependent upon

exposure of the mud bottom, so efforts

may be a means of control,

wild millet,

the water supply.

remained at low levels
fowl using the area .

to expansion at Ogden Bay Refuge is,
Botulism losses,

in relation

although not eliminated,

to the increased

Proper regulation

water supply.

numbers of water-

of the water supply was a f ac-

tor which helped to keep these loss-es down. Efforts
and should be continued to protect

at

and if possible

have been ma.de
to increase

this
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APPENDIX

Appendix Table 1 •. A Partial

List of Plants at Ogden Bay Refuge.

The following is a list of all but the rarer plants occurring at
Ogden Bay Refuge. With few exceptions the classification
and nomenI
clature follows fulmgren s Handbook of lli Vascular Plants 2f the
Northern Wasatch. Acreage coverage tl954) of the more important plants
is listed in parentheses.
Relative abundance is indicated by the
following symbols:
A - abundant

C - common

CommonName

0-- occasional

Scientific

Name

R - rare
Relative
Abundance

·Submerged Aquatics
Bladderwort
Coontail
Fern, clover
Muskgrass
Pondweed
Pondweed, crisped leaf
Pondweed, homed
Pondweed, longleaf
Pondweed, sago
Widgeon grass

Utricularia vulgaris
Ceratophyllum demersum
M&rsilea vestita
Chara spp.
Potamogeton foliosus
Potamogeton erispus
Zannichellia pa.lustris
Potamogeton nodosus
Potamogeton pectinatus
Ruppia maritima
Free Floating

Algae
Duckweed, big
Duekweed, star
Duckweed
Dueksmeal

0
C
R

A (98)
0
C

A ( 91.3)
C (11)

A (2,012)

A (86)

Aquatics

Cladophora spp .
Spirodela po].yrhiza
Lemnatrisulca
Lemnaminor
Wol!fia punctata

A
0
0
A
C

Emergent Marsh Plants
Arrowgr ass , seasi de
Bulrush, alkali
Bulrush, commonthree-s quare
Bulrush, hardstem
&lrush, Olney 1 s three-square
Bulrush, softstem
Cattail, conunon
Cattail, narrowleaf
Cress, marsh
Cress, water
Cutgrass, rice
Duck potato

Trigl ochin mari t ima
Scirpus palu dosus
Scirpus americanus
Scirpus acutus
Scirpus olneyi
Scirpus validus
'fypha latifolia
Tzyha angustifolia
Rorippa islandica
Rorippa nasturtiwn-aguaticum
Leersia oryzoides
Sagittaria
cuneata

0

A (1,608)
C (19 )
A

(68)

C (4)

R

A (902)
0
0
0
C (7)
C (3)

Appendix Table i.

(Continued)
Scientific

CommonName

Name

Relative
Abundance

Moist §.ill Plants
Beggars tick, nodding
Buttercup
Dock, curley leaf
Foxtail barley
Glasswort
Glasswort
Horsetail, meadow
Millet, wild
Millet, Japanese
Mint
Parsnip, water
Parsnip, water
Pickleweed
Plantain, water
Rabbitfoot grass
Reed, common
RushRush, Kansas scouring
Rush, wire
Salt grass
Sedge
Sedge, Nebraska
Smartweed, large seeded
Smartweed
Sma.rtwe:ed, marsh
Smartweed, nodding
Speedwell
Spikewsh

Bidens cernua
Ranunculus cymbalaria
Rumex crispus
Hordeum jubatum
Salicornia rubra
Salicornia pacifica yAr.
utahensis
Eguisetum arvense
Echinochloa crusgalli
Echin-0chloa crusgalli var.
lrumentacea
M!dtba canadensis
Berula ereeta
Si'um

~

Allenrolfea occidentalis
Alisma. plantago-aguatics
Pol.ypogon monspeliensis
Phragmites communis
Juncus torre:yi
Eguisetum kansanum
Juneus balticus
Distichlis
stricta
Carex aguatilis
~ nebraskensis
PoJ.ygonumpensylvanicum
Pol.ygom.unpersicaria
Polygonum coceineum
Polmnum lapathifoliwn
Veronica Mierieana
Eleoeharis rostellata

0
0

C (32)
A (137)
A (727)
0

C
A (83)
R
0
0
0
C
R
0
0
0

C
C (33)
A (935)
0
C (18)
0

·c

0
C (42)
0

C (18)

Upland Weeds and Herbs
Alkali Grass
Asparagus
Aster
Bassia
Bae flower
Bluegrass, Kentucky
Bristlegrass,
green
Brome, smooth
Burdock
Cheeses
Clover, white
Cocklebur
Ora:bgrass

Puccinellia airoides
Asparagus officinalis
Aster chilensis
&ssia hyssopifolia
Cleome serrulata
Pba pratensis
Setarfa viridis
Bromus inermis
Arctium minus
Malva rotundifolia
Trifolium repens
Xanthium pennsylvanicum
Digitaria sangµinalis

C (37)
0

C

A (247)
C
C
C
C
0
C
0

C (31)
C

1.09
Appendix Table 1.

(Continued)
Scientific

CommonName

Upland Weeds and Herbs
Dandelion
Goldenrod
Goosefoot
Indian Paint .Brush
Iva.
June grass
LambI s quarters
Lettuce, prickly
Licorice
Lily, sago
Lovegrass, creeping
Mannagrass, reed
Medick, black
Milkweed
Morning glory
Mullein
Mustard, black
Mustard, tumbling
Nettle, stinging
Nightshade, black
Onion, wild
Orchard grass
Pigweed
Peppergrass
Plantain
Primrose, evening
Ragweed
Ragweed
Sacaton, alkali
Seepweed

'

l,

Shadscale
Sowthistle
Storks bill
Sunflower
Sweetclover, white
Sweetclover, yellow
Teasel
Thistle
Thistle, Russian
Wheatgrass, crested
Wild-rye, Canada
Witchgrass
Yarrow

_;

.:',-::·~-.

Name

Relative
Abundance

(.Cont.)

Taraxacum officinale
Solidago spp.
Chenopodiu.mrubrum
Castilleja
spp.
Iva xanthifolia
Bromus tectorwn
Chenopodium album
Lactuca serriola
GJ.ycyrrhiza lepidota
Calochortus nuttallii
Eragrostis hypnoides
Glyceria grandis
Medicago lupulina
Asclepias speciosa
Convolvulus arvensis
Verba.scum thapsus
Brassica nigra
Sisymbrium altissimum
Urtica gracilis
Solanum nigrum
Allium rubrum
Dactylis glom.erata
Amaranthus retroflexu.s
Lepidium perfoliatium
Plantago spp.
Oenothera spp.
Ambrosia artemisiae ,folia
Ambrosia psilostach;ya
Sporobolus airoides
·.. :,Sueda occidentalis
Atriplex confertifolia
Sonchus oleraceus
Erodium cicutarium
Helianthus annuus
Melilotus ~
Melilotus officinalis
Dipsacus sylvestris
Cirsium spp.
Salsola kali var. tenufolia
Agropyroncristatum
El:yrnus canadensis
Panicum capillare
Achillea lanulosa

C
0
0
0

0

C
C
C

0
0
0
0
0

C
0
0
0

C
C
0
C
0

C
C
0
0

C
0

C
C
C
0
C
C
C
C
C

0
C
0
0

0
0

no
Appendix Table 1.
COJllllOn

(Continued)

Name

Scientific

Name

Relative
Abundance

Brush and Trees
Cottonwood, narrowleaf
Current, golden
Box elder
Elm, siberian
Greesewood
Hawthorne, native
Rabbitbrush
Rose, wild
Russian olive
Sagebrus)l
Snakeweed
Tamarisk
Willow

Populus angustifolia
Ribes aureum
Acer negundo
Ulmus pumila
Sarcobatus vermiculatus
Crateagus rivularis
Chcysothamnus nauseosus
Rosa spp.
Eiaeagnus angustifolia
Artemisia tridentata
Guterrezia sarothrae
Tamarix gallica
Salix spp.

0
0
0
0
A
R
0
0
0
C
0
C

(61)

C (32)

lll

Appendix Table 2.

List of Birds Observed at Ogden Bay Refuge - 1940
to 1954

The following list contains 130 species of birds as observed by the
author and other individuals
since establishment of the refuge.
With
few exceptions the classification
and nomenclature follow the Annotated
Checklist of the Birds of Utah (Woodbury et al., 1949). Those marked by
an
have been recorded nesting on the area.
Those denoted by an# often
winter in limited numbers, although most of the population leave the
refuge during the winter months. The seasons that birds are present and
relative abundance are indicated by the following symbols:
Seasons Present

Abundance

PR - Permanent Resident
Sp - Spring
S Summer
F - Fall
W - Winter

a
c
o
r

CommonName
Lesser CommonLoon
Horned Gre}:)e
Eared Grebe
Western Grebe
Pied-billed
Grebe
White Pelican
Double-crested Cormorant
Treganza ts W.ue Heron1
Brewster's Snowy Egret
mack-crowned Night Heron
American Bitt.em
White-faced Glossy Ibis
Whistling Swan
. Great Basin Canada Goose
Lesser Canada Goose
Alaskan Cacklin g Goose
White-fronted Goose
Lesser Snow Goose
Ross 1s Goose
Co111non
Mallard
B[ack Duck
Gadwa.11
American Pintail
Green-winged Teal
Blue-winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
Baldpate
Shonller

Wood Duck

Scientific

-

abundant
common
occasional
rare

Name

Gavia immer elasson
Colymbus auritus
Colymbus caspicus
Aechmophorus occidentalis
Podilymbus podiceps
Pelecanus erythorh;ynchos
Phalacrocorax auritus
Ardea herodias treganzai
Leucophop: ~ brewsteri
lfyeticorax nzticorax hoactli
B:>taurus lentiginosus
Plegadis mexi.cana
Ol.or eolumb:tarms
Branta canadensis moffitti
Branta canadensis leucopareia
Branta hutchinsii minima
Anser albifrons
Chen hzyerborea hzyerborea
Chen rossi
Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos
Anas rubripes
~ strepera
Anas acuta tzitzihoa
inas' carolinensis
Anas disoors
Anas cyanoptera
Mareca americana
Spatula clzyeata .
A!! spon-sa

Seasons
Present and
Abundance

*
*
#*

#

*
*
*
*
*
#
#*

*
#*
#*
#*
*
*
11*
#*
#

SpF-o
SpF-r
SpSF-c
SpSF-o
PR-c
SpSF-a
SpSF-c
SpSF-c
SpSF-c
SpSF-c
SpSF-c
SpSF-a
SpF-a

PR-a
Spl-o
SpF-r
SpF-r
SpF-a
F-r

PR-a

F-r
SpSF-a
SpSF-a
SpF-a
SpSF-o,
SpSF-a
SpSF-a
SpSF-a
SpF-r

It..!

Appendix Table 2.

(Continued)

Name

Seasons
Present and
Abundance

CoJJJllOn
Name

Scientific

Redhead
Ring-necked Duck
Canvasback
American Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
American Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Buffiehead
Old Squaw
White-winged Scoter
Surf Scoter
Northern Ruddy Duck
Hooded Merganser
American ConunonMerganser
Red-breasted Merganser
Western Turkey Vulture
Western Red-tailed Hawk
Swains on rs Hawk
Ferruginous Hawk
American Golden Eagle
Northern Bald Eagle
Marsh Hawk
Prairie Falcon
Duck Hawk
Sparrow Hawk
Sage Hen
Ring-necked Pheasant
Virginia Rail
Sore Rail
Florida Gallinule
American Coot
Black-bellied Plover
Western Snowy PloverKilldeer
Wilson's Snipe
Long-billed Curlew
Marbled Godwit
Lesser Yellow-legs
Greater Yellow-legs
Spotted Sandpiper
Western Willet
Long-billed Dowitcher
Sanderling
Least Sandpiper
Western Sandpiper
mack-necked Stilt
Avocet

Aythya americana
Aythya wllaris J::.·
#
Aythya valisineria
Aythya nearctica
A.ythya affinis
lblcephala clangula americana
#
Bucephala islandica
Bucephala albeola
#
Clangµla. h;yemalls
Melanitta deglandi
Melanitta perspicillata
Qqura .1amaicensis rubida
#
Lophodytes cucullatus
Mergus merganser americanus
#
Mergus serrator
#
Cathartes !!!!:!, teter
Buteo jamaicensis calurus
Buteo swainsoni
Buteo regalia
Aguila ehrysa&tos canadensis
Haliaeetus leucocephalus washingtonii
Circus syaneus hudsonius
Falco mexicanus
Falco peregrinus anutum
Falco sparverius
Centrocercus urophasianus
Phasianus colchicus
Rallu limioola
Porzana carolina
Ge.llinula chloropus cachinnans
Pttliea americana
#
Sguatarola sguatarola
Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus
Charadrius vociferus
Capella gallinago delicata
Numenius americanus
Limosa fedoa
Totanus flavipes
Totanus melanoleucus
Actitis macularia
Catoptrophorus semipalmatus inornatus
Limnodromus griseus scolopaceus
Crocethia ~
Erolia minutilla
Ereunetes mauri
Himantopus mexicanus
Recurvirostra americana

*

*

SpSF-a
SpF-o
SpF-c
SpF-o
SpF:.c
SpF-o
SpF~r
SpF-o
F-r
F-r
F-r
SpSF-c
SpF-r
SpF-c
SpF-c
SpSF-o
SpSF-o
SpSF-o
SpSF-o
SpSF-o

W-o

* SpSF-c

*
*
~~

*
*

*
*

SpSF-o
PR-o
SpSF-o
S-r
PR-c
SpSF-o
SpSF-o
S-r
SpSF-a
SpF-r
SpSF-o
SpSF-a
SpF-o
SpSF-c
SpF-c
SpF-o
SpF-o
SpSF-o
SpSF-c
SpF-a
SpF-o
SpF-c
SpF-c
SpSF-a
SpSF-a

I

I

Appendix Table 2.

CommonName

(Continued)

Scientific

Name

Wilson's Phalarope
Steganopus tricol9r
Northern Phalarope
Lobipes lobatus
Ring-billed Gull
Larus delawarensis
California Gull
Larus californicus
franklin Gull
Larus pipixcan
Ba.ack Tern
Chlidonias niger
Caspian Tern
H:ydroprognecaspia
Northern ConunonTern
Sterna hirundo hirundo
Foresterts Tern
Sterna forsteri
Western ~urning Dove
Zenaidura macroura marginella
Montana Horned Owl
~ virginianus
occidentalis
Western Burrowing Owl
Speotyto cunicularia h;ypugaea
Long-eared Owl
Asio otus
Short-eared Owl
Asio 'naiiineus
Pacific Nighthawk
~eiles
minor hesperis
Broad-tailed Hummingbird Selasphorus platycercus platycercus
Rufous Hwmdngbird
Selasphorus rufus
Western Belted Kingfisher Hegaceryle alcyon caurina
Red-shafted Flicker
Colaptes cafer
Lewis Woodpecker
Asyndesmus lewis
Pallid Eastern Kingbird
Tyrannus tyrannus hespericola
Western Kingbird
Tyrannus verticalis
Say Phoebe
Sayomis ~
Great Salt Lake Hcznsi IBlic Eremophila alpestris utahensis
Violet-green Swallow
Tachycineta thalassina
Tree Swallow
Iridoprocne bicolor
Col!lm)nBank Swallow
Riparia riparia riparia
Barn Swallow
Hirundo rustica
Southwestern Cliff Swallow Petrochelidon pyrrhonota albifrona
American Magpie
Pica pica hudsonia
American Raven
Corvus corax sinuatus
Western Crow
Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperia
Western Marsh Wre n
Telmatod yt es pal ustr is pl esi us
Western Robin
Turdus migra to rius propi nguus
M:>untainBluebird
Sialia currocoides
Bohemian Waxwing
Bbmbycilla garrulus pallideceps
Great Basin Shrike
Lanius ludovicianus nevadensis
Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
Western Yellow-throat
Geoth].ypis trichas occidentalis
F.nglish Sparrow
Passer domesticus domesticus
Bobolink
Dolichonyx oryzivorus
Western Meadowlark
Sturnella neglecta
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Xanthocephalus Jmnthocephalus
Utah Red-wing
Agelaius phoeniceus utahensis
&tllock Oriole
Icterus bullockii
Brewer J31aekbird
Euphagus c:yanocepha1us
Great Basin House Finch
Carpodacus mexicanus solitudinus

Seasons
Present and
Abundance
SpSF-c
SpS--a

W-c

* SpSF-a
* SpSF-a
SpSF-o
*, SpSF-o
SpS-r
* SpSF-c
* SpSF-o
SpFW-o
* SpSF-o
-i:-

*

*
i~
*
*
*
i:-

*

SpSF-o
PR-c
SpSF-c
S-o
S-o
SpSF-o
PR-o
PR-o
SpSF-o
SpSF-c
PR-o
PR-o
SpSF-c
SpS-o
SpSF-c
SpSF-a
SpSF-o
PR-c
PR-o

SpFW-o
SpSF-a
SpSF-c
SpSF-o
W-o
SpSF-o

* PR-o
SpSF-o
* PR-c
SpSF-o
* PR-c
* SpSF-a
* SpSF-a
* SpSF-o
* SpSF-o
* SpSF-o

,...

lLU
Appendix Table 2.

(Continued)
Seasons
Preaent : and
Abundance

C:onmonName

Scientific

Pale Goldfinch
Nevada Savannah Sparrow
Western Vesper Sparrow
Western Lark Sparrow
Interior Slate-Colored

Spinus tristis
pallidus
Passerculus sandwichensis nevadensis
Pooecetes gramineus confinis
Cbondestes grammacus strigatus

Junco

Western Chipping Sparrow
Mountain Song Sparrow

Name

Junco hyemalis montanus
Spizella passerlna arizonae
Melospiza melodia montana

SpSF-o

* SpSF-o
* SpSF-o

SpSF-o

W-a
SpSF.;.o
SpSF-o

